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MediaOne-
This is Broadband. This is the way.
October, 27, 1997
llOb70LbC17 57b
VIA AIRBORNE EXPRESS
Board of Selectmen
Town of Burlington
29 Center Street
Burlington, MA 01803
Re: Burlington Renewal Cable Television License
Dear Members of the Board:
Enclosed for your files is a fully executed Renewal Cable Television License
between the Town of Burlington, Massachusetts, and MediaOne of Massachusetts,
Inc. dated October 20, 1997. The term is for 7 years commencing October 20, 1997
and shall terminate at midnight on October 20,2004.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
&k$@l/J
Coordinator of Legal
Regulatory Affairs
/krh
Enc.
cc: Cable Advisory Committee, c/o Town Hall
Susan Barrett, Sullivan & Worcester
Gordon Champion, MA Cable Television Division (w/out diskette)
Peter J. Epstein, Town Counsel
Pam Hilton, Acct. Dept.
Mary McLaughlin, Esq.
Tim Mumane,  Manager of Gov’t Affairs
David Owen, Town Administrator
Mark Reilly, Director of Gov’t Affairs
6 Campanelli Drive
Andover. MA 0 18 
tel / 508-683-5500
fax / 508-683-663
human resource
fax / 508-686-2906
legal
fax / 508-683-7057
marketing
fax / 508-683-837.9
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A G R E E M E N T
This Cable Television Renewal License entered into this 20th day of
October, 1997, by and between MediaOne of Massachusetts, Inc.,
(“MediaOne”), a Delaware corporation, and the Board of Selectmen of the
Town of Burlington, Massachusetts, as Issuing Authority for the renewal of the
cable television license(s) pursuant to M.G.L. Chapter 166A.
W I T N E S S E T H
WHEREAS, the Issuing Authority of the Town of Burlington,
Massachusetts, pursuant to M.G.L. c. 166A is authorized to grant one or more
nonexclusive, revocable cable television renewal licenses to construct, operate
and maintain a Cable Television System within the Town of Burlington; and
WHEREAS, the Issuing Authority conducted a public hearing, pursuant
to Section 626 of the Cable Act, on October 7, 1996, to 1) ascertain the future
cable related community needs and interests of Burlington, and 2) review the
performance of MediaOne during its current license term; and
WHEREAS, the Issuing Authority of the Town of Burlington issued a
Request for a Cable Television Renewal Proposal to MediaOne on December
17, 1996; and
WHEREAS, MediaOne submitted a license renewal proposal to the Town
of Burlington, dated January 31, 1997, for a renewal license to operate and
maintain a Cable Television System in the Town of Burlington; and
WHEREAS, the Issuing Authority and MediaOne did engage in good faith
negotiations to further clarify said renewal proposal and did agree on various
provisions regarding the Cable Television System in Burlington; and
WHEREAS, the Issuing Authority, after consideration, analysis and
deliberation, approved the technical ability, financial qualifications, and
renewal proposals of MediaOne; and
WHEREAS, the Issuing Authority has determined that it is in the best
interests of the Town of Burlington to grant a non-exclusive renewal license
to MediaOne.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants herein
contained and intending to be legally bound, the parties agree as follows:
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ARTICLE 1
DEFINITIONS
Section l.l---DEFINITIONS:
For the purpose of this Renewal License, the following words, terms,
phrases and their derivations shall have the meanings given herein, unless the
context clearly requires a different meaning. When not inconsistent with the
context, the masculine pronoun includes the feminine pronoun, words used in
the present tense include the future tense, words in the plural number include
the singular number and words in the singular number include the plural
number. The word shall is always mandatory and not merely directory.
(1) Access: The right or ability of any Burlington resident and/or any persons
affiliated with a Burlington institution to use designated facilities, equipment
and/or channels of the Cable Television System, subject to the conditions and
procedures established for such use.
(2) Access Channel: A video channel which the Licensee shall make available
to the Town of Burlington and/or the Access Corporation, without charge, for
the purpose of transmitting non-commercial programming by members of the
public, Town departments and agencies, public schools, educational,
institutional and similar organizations.
(3) Access Corporation: The entity, designated by the Issuing Authority of the
Town of Burlington, for the purpose of operating and managing the use of
public, educational and governmental access funding, equipment and channels
on the Cable Television System.
(4) Cable Television Advisory Committee: The Cable Television Advisory
Committee as appointed and designated by the Issuing Authority.
(5) Affiliate or Affiliated Person: A person that (directly or indirectly) owns
or controls, is owned or controlled by, or is under common ownership or
control with, another person. For purposes of this paragraph, the term “own”
means to own an equity interest (or the equivalent thereof) of more than 10
percent.
(6) Application: The renewal proposal submitted by MediaOne to the Issuing
Authority of the Town of Burlington on January 31, 1997.
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(7) Basic Service: Any Service distributed over the Cable System, which
includes, without limitation, all Pubiic, Educational and Governmental (“PEG”)
Access Channels and all broadcast Signals required to be carried on Basic
Service pursuant to federal law.
(8) CMR: The acronym for Code of Massachusetts Regulations.
(9) Cable Act: Public Law No. 98-549, 98 Stat. 2779 (1984) (the Cable
Communications Policy Act of 1984), as amended by Public Law No. 102-385,
106 Stat. 1460 (1992) (the Cable Television Consumer Protection and
Competition Act of 1992, as further amended by Public Law No. 104-458, 110
Stat. 110 (1996) (the Telecommunications Act of 1996).
(10) Cable Service: The one-way transmission to Subscribers of Video
Programming or other Programming services, together with Subscriber
interaction, if any, which is required for the selection of such Video
Programming or other programming services.
(11) Cable Television System or Cable System: A facility, consisting of a set
of closed transmission paths and associated signal generation, reception, and
control equipment that is designed to provide Cable Setice which includes
Video Programming and which is provided to multiple subscribers within the
Town.
(12) Commercial Subscriber: A commercial, non-residential Subscriber to
Cable Television Service.
(13) Commission: The Massachusetts Community Antenna Television
Commission, pursuant to Chapter 166A of the General Laws of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
(14) Complaint: Any contact in which a Subscriber, either in writing or
verbally, indicates to the Licensee that his or her expectation(s) regarding
Cable Service(s) have not been met.
(15) Converter: Any device changing the frequency of a Signal. A Subscriber
Converter may expand reception capacity and/or unscramble coded Signals
distributed over the Cable System.
(16) Department of Public Works (“DPW”): The Department of Public Works
of the Town of Burlington, Massachusetts.
(17) Downstream Channel: A channel over which Signals travel from the
Cable System Headend to an authorized recipient of Programming.
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(18) Drop or Cable Drop: The coaxial cable that connects each home or
building to the feeder line of the Cable System.
(19) Educational Access Channel: A specific channel(s) on the Cable System
made available by the Licensee to the Access Corporation for use by, among
others, educational institutions and/or educators wishing to present non-
commercial educational programming and/or information to the public.
(20) Effective Date of the Renewal License (the “Effective Date”): October
20, 1997.
(21) Execution Date of the Renewal License (the “Execution Date”): October
20, 1997.
(22) FCC: The Federal Communications Commission, or any successor agency.
(23) Government Access Channel: A specific channel(s) on the Cable System
made available by the Licensee to the Issuing Authority and/or the Access
Corporation for use by, among others, those Persons wishing to present non-
commercial governmental programming and/or information to the public.
(24) Gross Annual Revenues: Consideration of any form or kind derived by
the Licensee and/or its Affiliates from the operation of the Cable Television
System for the provision of Cable Service(s) over the Cable Television System
including, without limitation: the distribution of any Service over the Cable
System; Basic Service monthly fees and all other Service fees; any and all
Cable Service fees and/or charges received from Subscribers; installation,
reconnection, downgrade, upgrade and any similar charges; all Commercial
Subscriber revenues; fees paid for channels designated for commercial use;
home-shopping revenues; Converter, remote control and other equipment
rentals and/or leases or sales; and advertising revenues. In the event that an
Affiliate and/or any other Person is responsible for advertising, advertising
revenues shall be deemed to be the pro-rata portion of advertising revenues,
paid to the Cable System by an Affiliate or such other Person for said
Affiliate’s or other Person’s use of the Cable Television System for the
carriage of advertising. Gross annual revenues shall also include the Gross
Revenue of any other Person which is derived directly or indirectly from or in
connection with the operation of the Cable System to the extent that said
revenue is derived, through a means which has the effect of avoiding payment
of License Fees to the Town that would otherwise be paid herein. It is the
intention of the parties hereto that Gross Annual Revenues shall only include
such consideration of Affiliates and/or Persons relating to Signal carriage over
the Cable System and not the gross revenues of any such Affiliate(s) and/or
Person(s) itself, where unrelated to such Signal carriage. Gross Annual
Revenues shall not include actual bad debt that is written off, consistent with
Generally Accepted Accounting principles; provided, however, that all or any
part of any such actual bad debt that is written off, but subsequently collected,
shall be included in Gross Annual Revenues in the period so collected.
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(25) Headend: The electronic control center of the Cable System containing
equipment that receives, amplifies, filters and converts incoming Signals for
distribution over the Cable System.
(26) Hub or Hub Site: A sub-Headend, generally located within a cable
television community, used either for the purpose of i) Signal processing or
switching or ii) placement of a Fiber Node or microwave link or transportation
super trunk.
(27) Institutional Network (“I-Net”): The separate hybrid-fiber-coaxial system
with a minimum of 550 MHz, consisting of Upstream and Downstream
channels, said channels for the use of the Issuing Authority, its designees
and/or Town departments.
(28) Issuing Authority: The Board of Selectmen of the Town of Burlington,
Massachusetts.
(29) Leased Channel or Leased Access: A video channel(s) which the
Licensee shall make available pursuant to Section 612 of the Cable Act.
(30) License Fee: The payments to be made by the Licensee to the Town of
Burlington and the Access Corporation, which shall have the meaning as set
forth in Section 622(g) of the Cable Act and M.G.L. Chapter 166A.
(31) Licensee: MediaOne  of Massachusetts, Inc. (“MediaOne”) or any
successor or transferee in accordance with the terms and conditions in this
Renewal License.
(32) Local Origination Programming: Local programming produced and/or
cablecast by the Licensee, but not including PEG Access Programming.
(33) Multichannel Video Programming Provider: A Person who or which
makes available to residents in Burlington multiple channels of Video
Programming, but not including direct satellite to home providers not affiliated
with a Regional Bell Operating Company.
(34) NCTA: The acronym for the National Cable Television Association.
(35) NTSC: The acronym for National Television Systems Committee.
(36) Node or Fiber Node: A remote point(s) in the Cable System connecting
fiber-optic cable to the Trunk and Distribution System.
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(37) Origination Capability: An activated connection to an Upstream Channel,
allowing a User(s) to transmit a Signal(s) upstream to a designated location.
(38) Outlet: An interior receptacle, generally mounted in a wall, that connects
a Subscriber’s or User’s equipment to the Cable System.
(39) Pay ‘Cable or Premium Services: Programming delivered for a fee or
charge to Subscribers on a per-channel basis.
(40) Pay-Per-View: Programming delivered for a fee or charge to Subscribers
on a per-program or per-event basis.
(41) PEG: The acronym for “public, educational and governmental,” used in
conjunction with Access Channels, support and facilities.
(42) PEG Access Channels: Any channel(s) made available for the
presentation of PEG Access Programming.
(43) Person: Any corporation, partnership, limited partnership, association,
trust, organization, other business entity, individual or group of individuals
acting in concert.
(44) Prime Rate: The prime rate of interest at Bar&Boston.
(45) Public Access Channel: A specific channel(s) on the Cable System made
available by the Licensee to the Access Corporation for use by, among others,
Burlington individuals and/or organizations wishing to present non-commercial
programming and/or information to the public.
(46) Public Way or Street: The surface of, as well as the spaces above and
below, any and all public streets, avenues, highways, boulevards, concourses,
driveways, bridges, tunnels, parks, parkways, waterways, bulkheads, piers,
dedicated public utility easements, and public grounds or waters and all other
publicly owned real property within or belonging to the Town, now or
hereafter existing. Reference herein to “Public Way” or “Street” shall not be
construed to be a representation or guarantee by the Town that its property
rights are sufficient to permit its use for any purpose, or that the Licensee
shall gain or be permitted to exercise any rights to use property in the Town
greater than those already possessed by the Town.
(47) Renewal License: The non-exclusive Cable Television License granted to
the Licensee by this instrument.
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(48) Scrambling/encoding: The electronic distortion of a Signal(s) in order to
render it unintelligible or unreceivable without the use of a Converter or other
decoding device.
(49) Service: Any Basic Service, any Pay Cable Service, or any other Cable
Service, whether or not originated by the Licensee, which is offered to any
Subscriber in conjunction with, or which is distributed over, the Cable System.
(50) Signal: Any transmission of electromagnetic or optical energy which
carries Programming from one location to another.
(51) Social Contract: The contractual agreement between the FCC and the
Licensee, dated August 1, 1995, at FCC 95-335, as amended by the FCC on
August 23, 1996, at FCC 96-358.
(52) State: The Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
(53) Subscriber: Any Person, firm, corporation or other entity who or which
elects to subscribe to, for any purpose, a Service provided by the Licensee by
means of, or in connection with, the Cable Television System.
(54) Subscriber Network: The 750 MHz Cable Television System to be
operated and maintained by the Licensee, over which Signals can be
transmitted to Subscribers.
(55) Town: The Town of Burlington, Massachusetts.
(56) Tow-n Counsel: The Town Counsel of the Town of Burlington,
Massachusetts.
(57) Trunk and Distribution System: That portion of the Cable System for the
delivery of Signals, but not including Drop Cable(s) to Subscriber’s residences.
(58) Upstream Channel: A channel over which Signals travel from an
authorized location to the Cable System Headend.
(59) User: A Person utilizing the Cable Television System, including all related
facilities for purposes of production and/or transmission of electronic or other
Signals, as opposed to utilization solely as a Subscriber.
(60) VCR: The acronym for video cassette recorder.
(61) Video Programming or Programming: Programming provided by, or
generally considered comparable to programming provided by, a television
broadcast station.
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ARTICLE 2
G&VT OF RENEWAL LICENSE
Section 2.1---GMT OF RENEWAL LICENSE
Pursuant to the authority of Chapter 166A of the General Laws of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and subject to the terms and conditions set
forth herein, the Board of Selectmen of the Town of Burlington,
Massachusetts, as the ISSUING AUTHORITY of the Town, hereby grants a
non-exclusive Cable Television System Renewal License to the LICENSEE
authorizing the Licensee to operate and maintain a Cable Television System
within the corporate limits of the Town of Burlington.
This Renewal License is subject to the terms and conditions contained in
Chapter 166A of the laws of Massachusetts; the regulations of the FCC; the
Cable Act; and all Town, State and federal statutes and by-laws of general
application, as all may be amended.
Subject to the terms and conditions herein, the Issuing Authority hereby
grants to the Licensee the right to operate and maintain the Cable Television
System in, under, over, along, across or upon the streets, lanes, avenues, alleys,
sidewalks, bridges, highways and other public places under the jurisdiction of
the Town of Burlington within the municipal boundaries and subsequent
additions thereto, including property over, under or on which the Town has
an easement or right-of-way, for the purpose of reception, transmission,
collection, amplification, origination, distribution, and/or redistribution of
Cable Services and Signals in accordance with the laws of the United States
of America, the State of Massachusetts and the Town of Burlington. In
exercising rights pursuant to this Renewal License, the Licensee shall not
endanger the lives of Persons, interfere with any installations of the Town, any
public utility serving the Town or any other Persons permitted to use Public
Ways and places.
Grant of this Renewal License does not establish priority for use over other
present or future permit holders or the Town’s own use of Public Ways and
places. Disputes between the Licensee and other parties regarding use of
Public Ways and places shall be resolved in accordance with any applicable
regulations of the Department of Public Works and any special laws or Town
by-laws and/or regulations enacted hereafter.
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Section 2.2---TERM OF RENEWAL LICENSE
The term of this Renewal License shall be a seven (7) year term,
commencing on October 20, 1997 and expiring on October 20, 2004, unless
sooner terminated as provided herein or surrendered.
Section 2.3---NON-EXCLUSMTY  OF RENEWAL LICENSE
(a) This Renewal License shall not affect the right of the Issuing Authority
to grant to any other Person a license or right to occupy or use the streets, or
portions thereof, for the construction, upgrade, installation, operation or
maintenance of a Cable Television System within the Town of Burlington; or
the right of the Issuing Authority to permit the use of the Public Ways and
places of the Town for any purpose whatsoever. The Licensee hereby
acknowledges the Issuing Authority’s right to make such grants and permit
such uses.
(b) The grant of any additional cable television license(s) shall not be on
terms and conditions more favorable or less burdensome, taken on the whole,
than those contained in this Renewal License. The grant of any such
additional license(s) shall be at the sole discretion of the Issuing Authority.
(i) In the event that the Licensee believes that any additional cable
television license(s) have been granted on terms and conditions more
favorable or less burdensome, taken on the whole, than those contained in this
Renewal License, the Licensee may request, in writing, that the Issuing
Authority convene a public hearing. At said public hearing, the Licensee shall
be provided an opportunity to demonstrate that any such additional cable
television license(s) are on terms and conditions more favorable or less
burdensome, taken on the whole, than those contained in this Renewal
License. The Licensee shall provide the Issuing Authority with such financial
or other relevant information as is reasonably requested, subject to Section
13.1 infra.
(ii) Should the Licensee demonstrate that any such additional cable
television license(s) are on terms and conditions more favorable or less
burdensome, taken on the whole, than those contained in this Renewal
License, the Issuing Authority and the Licensee shall consider and negotiate,
in good faith, appropriate equitable amendments to the Renewal License.
(iii) The Licensee shall not request, or receive, amendments in connection
with any services, facilities, funding and/or fee requirements in this Renewal
License that have been satisfied as of the date of the public hearing in Section
2.3(b)(i) above.
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(c) The issuance of additional license(s) shall be subject to applicable
federal law(s),  and M.G.L. Chapter 166A and applicable regulations
promulgated thereunder.
(d) In the event that a Multichannel Video Programming Provider, which
is not in any way an Affiliate of the Licensee, except for and not including
direct satellite to home providers not affiliated with a Regional Bell Operating
Company, hereafter provides Programming to residents of the Town, and is
not required by applicable law to be licensed by the Issuing Authority, and to
the extent that the Licensee reports to the Issuing Authority, in writing, that
the providing of such Programming of such Multichannel Video Programming
Provider is having a substantial negative impact upon the financial viability of
the Licensee’s Cable System in the Town, the Licensee may request, in
writing, that the Issuing Authority convene a public hearing on that issue.
(i) Along with said written request, the Licensee shall provide the Issuing
Authority with a written basis and written reasons for its determination of such
substantial negative impact. At the public hearing, the Issuing Authority shall
afford the Licensee an opportunity to present the basis and the reasons for its
determination. The Licensee shall provide the Issuing Authority with such
financial and other relevant information as is reasonably requested, subject to
Section 13.1 infra.
(ii) Should the Licensee demonstrate that the Programming of such
Multichannel Video Programming Provider is having a substantial negative
impact upon the financial viability of the Licensee’s Cable System in the
Town, the Issuing Authority shall consider, in good faith, equitable
amendments to this Renewal License; provided, however, that it is the
intention of the parties hereto that any such amendments may result in the
adjustment but not the elimination of specific Renewal License obligations
required herein.
(iii) The Licensee shall not request, or receive, amendments in connection
with any services, facilities, funding and/or fee requirements in this Renewal
License that have been satisfied as of the date of the public hearing in Section
_ 2.3(d)(i) above.
(iv) As of the Effective Date of this Renewal License, the parties hereto
agree that any potential Multichannel Video Programming Provider(s), which
are not in any way an Affiliate of the Licensee, except for and not including
direct satellite to home providers not affiliated with a Regional Bell Operating
Company, and are currently providing Programming to residents in the Town,
are having no substantial negative impact upon the financial viability of the
Licensee’s Cable System in the Town.
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Section 2.4---POLICE AND REGULATORY POWERS
By executing this Renewal License, the Licensee acknowledges that its rights
are subject to the powers of the Town to adopt and enforce general by-laws
necessary to the safety and welfare of the public. The Licensee shall comply
with all applicable DPW regulations, attached hereto as Exhibit 1, and any by-
laws and/or regulations of general applicability enacted and/or amended by the
Town. Any conflict between the terms of this Renewal License and any
present or future lawful exercise of the Town’s police and regulatory powers
shall be resolved in favor of the latter.
Section 2.5--REMOVAL OR ABANDONMENT
Upon termination of this Renewal License, or of any renewal thereof by
passage of time or otherwise, the Licensee shall remove all of its supporting
structures, poles, transmission and distribution systems, and other
appurtenances from the Public Ways and shall restore the areas to their
original condition. If such removal is not complete within six (6) months of
such termination, the Issuing Authority may deem any property not removed
as having been abandoned. Notwithstanding such abandonment, the Town may
have all such abandoned plant removed from the Public Ways, the reasonable
costs of such removal to be paid by the Licensee.
Section 2.6---TRANSFER OF THE RENEWAL LICENSE
(a) Neither this Renewal License, nor control thereof, shall be transferred,
assigned or disposed in any manner, voluntarily or involuntarily, directly or
indirectly, or by transfer of control of any Person, company and/or other entity
holding such Renewal License to any other Person, company and/or other
entity, without the prior written consent of the Issuing Authority, which
consent shall not be arbitrarily or unreasonably withheld or delayed. Such
consent shall be given only after a hearing upon a written application therefor
on forms prescribed by the Commission and the FCC. The application for
consent to a transfer or assignment shall be signed by the Licensee and by the
proposed transferee or assignee or by their representatives, evidence of whose
authority shall be submitted with the application.
(b) In considering a request to transfer control of this Renewal License, the
Issuing Authority shall consider such factors as the transferee’s financial,
management, technical and legal qualifications and may consider other criteria
allowable under law and/or regulation.
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(c) The consent or approval of the Issuing Authority to any assignment,
lease, transfer, sublease, or mortgage of the Renewal License granted to the
Licensee shall not constitute a waiver or release of the rights of the Town in
and to the Streets and Public Ways or any other rights of the Town under this
Renewal License, and any such transfer shall, by its terms, be expressly
subordinate to the terms and conditions of this Renewal License.
(d) The Licensee shall submit to the Issuing Authority an original and five
(5) copies, unless otherwise directed, of the application and FCC Form 394
requesting such transfer or assignment consent.
(e) The consent of the Issuing Authority shall be given only after a public
hearing to consider the written application for transfer. Unless otherwise
allowed by applicabie law(s), the Issuing Authority shall make a decision on
said written application within 120 days of receipt of said application. After
120 days, the application shall be deemed approved, unless said 120 day
period is extended by mutual consent of the parties.
(f) Any proposed controlhng or owning Person or transferee approved by
the Town shall be subject to all of the terms and conditions contained in this
Renewal License.
Section 2.7---EFFECT  OF UNAUTHORIZED TRANSFER ACTION
(a) Any transfer of the Cable System without complying with Section 2.6
above shall be null and void, and shall be deemed a material breach of this
Renewal License.
(b) If the Issuing Authority denies its consent to any such action and a
transfer has nevertheless been effected, the Issuing Authority may revoke and
terminate this Renewal License.
(c) If the Issuing Authority denies its consent to a transfer request and/or
the Licensee transfers this Renewal License without the consent of the Issuing
Authority, in the event that the Licensee appeals such denial to a Court of
competent jurisdiction and/or such other appropriate agency with jurisdiction
over such matter(s), and such denial is upheld, the Licensee shall reimburse
the Town for all reasonable attorney fees incurred by the Town as a result of
such appeal(s). The Licensee shall reimburse the Town within fourteen (14)
business days of receiving a written request for reimbursement.
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(d) The grant or waiver of any one or more of such consents shall not
render unnecessary any subsequent consent or consents, nor shall the grant of
any such consent constitute a waiver of any other rights of the Town.
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ARTICLE 3
SYSTEM DESIGN
Section 3.1---SUBSCRIBER  NETWORK
(a) The Licensee shall make available to all residents of the Town a
minimum 750 MHz Subscriber Network, fed by means of a hybrid fiber-
optic/coaxial cable network. Said Cable System shall be fully capable of
carrying at least seventy-eight (78) analog NTSC video channels in the
downstream direction and four (4) analog NTSC video channels in the
upstream direction. Said 750 MHz Cable System shall be designed for 550
MHz of analog Signal transmissions, with 200 MHz reserved for future digital
or analog transmissions, which may be subject to change at the discretion of
the Licensee.
(b) The Licensee shall transmit all of its Signals to Burlington Subscribers
in stereo, provided that such Signals are furnished to the Licensee in stereo.
Section 3.2~--INSTITUTIONAL~NETWORK
(a) No later than December 31, 1998, the Licensee shall construct a new,
advanced Institutional Network (“I-Net”) with a minimum capacity of 550
MHz and capable of transmitting 5-186 MHz (29 channels) in the upstream
direction and 222-550 MHz (54 channels) in the downstream direction or the
equivalent thereof; provided, however, that the Licensee shall make its best
efforts to complete said I-Net by September 1, 1998. The I-Net shall be
capable of transmitting video, audio, high speed data and telephony from and
among those buildings listed in Exhibit 2 attached hereto and made a part
hereof. Notwithstanding anything herein, the Licensee shall not be required
to extend the I-Net beyond those buildings identified in Exhibit 2. Said I-Net
may be used for school building Internet access as well as point-to-point
administration networking.
(b) The I-Net may be constructed in its entirety, or in one or more phases,
at the discretion of the Issuing Authority. Within thirty (30) days from the
Execution Date of this Renewal License, the Town and the Licensee shall
meet as needed to determine I-Net build-out plans. Should the parties not
determine build-out plans by December 31, 1997, the Licensee shall not be
obligated to construct the I-Net prior to December 31, 1998, but by some
other date mutually agreed to by the parties.
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(c) If, prior to construction of the I-Net, the Licensee determines that the
I-Net’s technical design, described above, does not meet the Town’s
requirements, or that another design is more appropriate, the Licensee may,
following written notice to, consultation with, and the written agreement of,
the Issuing Authority, alter the design of the I-Net; provided, however, that
any such alterations do not fundamentally change or reduce the I-Net’s
capabilities and channel capacity.
(d) The Licensee shall provide and maintain one (1) I-Net Drop, without
charge to the Town and/or any designated institutions, to each of the
municipal buildings identified in Exhibit 2. The Licensee shail provide one (1)
I-Net Drop, free of charge, to any new municipal or school building which lies
along its I-Net route within ninety (90) days of a written request by the Issuing
Authority. Additional I-Net Drops, if any, in excess of the above shall be
installed by the Licensee subject to payment by the Town of the Licensee’s
actual costs for time and materials. The location of all I-Net Drops shall be
determined jointly by the Licensee and the Issuing Authority, or its designee.
(e) The Licensee shall discuss the location of each Drop with the
appropriate officials in each I-Net building(s), prior to the installation of such
Drop. The Issuing Authority shall designate such officials in writing to the
Licensee.
(f) Unless otherwise provided herein, the Town and its designated I-Net
Users shall be solely responsible for any and all user terminal interface
equipment including, but not limited to, modems, routers, bridges, modulators,
demodulators and associated computer and video production equipment.
(g) The Licensee shall be responsible for any Headend,  I-Net Hub Site or
other equipment necessary to make the I-Net function, including responsibility
for the underlying I-Net or distribution cables, wires amplifiers and switching
equipment; provided, however, the Town shall be responsible for any Town-
owned equipment which may need to be located in the Headend. Upon
request, the Town shall provide the Licensee with appropriate space for the
I-Net Hub Site. The Licensee and the Town agree to work jointly to ensure
said space meets the criteria listed in Exhibit 3 attached hereto. The Licensee
shall also be responsible for equipment to enable the I-Net to interact with the
Subscriber Network such that I-Net transmissions may be transmitted
upstream to the Headend via the I-Net channel and downstream on a PEG
Access Channel.
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(h) For the term of this Renewal License, the Licensee shall hold all rights
and title in the I-Net but shall provide the Town the right to use the I-Net,
free of charge, throughout the term of this Renewal License, provided that the
Town may not lease out any portion of the I-Net to any third party or allow
the I-Net to be used by a third party for commercial purposes; and provided,
further, that the Town may use said I-Net to provide services to not-for-profit
entities within the Town, provided:
(1) Said use does not violate subsection (e) herein;
(2) Any such use is at Town’s sole risk and cost; and
(3) The Town indemnifies the Licensee for any loss and/or economic
injury resulting from such use except to such extent said loss
and/or economic injury is caused by the Licensee’s negligence.
(i) Upon expiration of this Renewal License, title to said I-Net shall vest in
the Town, without charge(s) of any kind to the Town and/or Subscribers. At
such time, the Town shall be responsible for all I-Net maintenance and the
Licensee shall have no further obligation with respect to the I-Net.
(j) The Town shall have the right to use the I-Net, free of charge, for the
transmission of voice, data, telephone and video.
(k) The I-Net shall be operated and maintained, at a minimum, in
compliance with applicable FCC Technical Specifications. In the event that
there are technical problems with the I-Net, excluding any devices, hardware
or software not under the control or ownership of the Licensee and installed
by the Town or other User, the Licensee shall use its best efforts to) resolve
the technical problem within twenty-four hours. Should the problem continue,
the Issuing Authority and the Licensee shall meet to discuss a resolution of
such problem, including the possibility of a performance test of the I-Net, if
appropriate.
(1) The I-Net shall be operated, maintained and serviced by the Licensee
pursuant to Exhibit 4, attached hereto and made a part hereof. The Licensee
and a representative of the Town shall meet to discuss operation of the I-Net
pursuant to Exhibit 4.
(m) As of the Execution Date of this Renewal License, the projected cost
of the I-Net is not to exceed three hundred ninety-six thousand dollars
($396,000.00). The Issuing Authority and the Licensee agree to evenly split the
cost of the I-Net. Prior to any construction and installation of said I-Net, the
Licensee shall provide the Issuing Authority with an estimated quote, detailing
and itemizing listing all I-Net construction and installation costs; provided,
however, that said quote shall only be an estimate and the actual I-Net cost(s)
may only be assessed upon completion of the I-Net. The Issuing Authority
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shall approve and return said itemized list to the Licensee within fourteen (14)
days of receipt. If the Issuing Authority does not approve said itemized list,
the Issuing Authority shall notify the Licensee, in writing, within fourteen (14)
days of receipt, and providing the Licensee with the reasons for such non-
approval.
(n) The Licensee shall under no circumstances externalize, line-item or
otherwise pass-through its 50% share of such I-Net costs to Burlington
Subscribers.
Section 3.3---EMERGENCY  ALERT SYSTEM
The Subscriber Network shall comply with the FCC’s Emergency Alert
System (“EAS”) regulations.
Section 3.4---PARENTAL CONTROL UPABILITY
The Licensee shall provide, upon request, Subscribers with the capability to
control the reception of any channels being received on their television sets.
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ARTICLE 4
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION
Section 4.1---SERVICE AVAILABLE TO ALL RESIDENTS
(a) The Licensee shall make its Cable System Service available to all
residents of the Town, subject only to the installation charges described in
Exhibit 5, attached hereto.
(b) Installation charges shall be non-discriminatory. A standard aerial
installation charge shall be established by the Licensee which shall apply to
any residence located not more than two hundred feet (200’) from the existing
aerial Trunk and Distribution System and additions thereto.
Section 4.2---LOCATION  OF CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEM
The Licensee shall operate and maintain the Cable Television System within
the Town of Burlington. Poles, towers and other obstructions shall be erected
so as not to interfere with vehicular or pedestrian traffic over Public Ways.
The erection and location of all poles, towers and other obstructions shall be
in accordance with all applicable state and local laws and regulations.
Section 4.3---UNDERGROUND FACILITIES
(a) In the areas of the Town having telephone lines and electric utility lines
underground, whether required by law or not, ‘all of the Licensee’s lines, cables
and wires shall be underground. At such time as these facilities are placed
underground by the telephone and electric utility companies at their sole cost
and expense or are required to be placed underground by the Town at the
sole cost and expense of such telephone and electric utility companies, the
Licensee shall likewise place its facilities underground at its sole cost and
expense.
(b) Underground cable lines shall be placed beneath the pavement subgrade
in compliance with applicable Town by-laws, rules, regulations and/or
standards; the Licensee shall inspect all such installations to ensure its
adherence to these standards. It is the policy of the Town that existing poles
for electric and communication purposes be utilized wherever possible and
that underground installation is preferable to the placement of additional
poles.
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Section 4.4---TREE TRIMMING
In installing, operating and maintaining equipment, cable and wires, the
Licensee shall avoid all unnecessary damage and injury to trees, structures,
and improvements in and along Public Ways. The Licensee shall be subject to
M.G.L. Chapter 87 and shall comply with all rules established by the Issuing
Authority or its designee(s) during the term of this Renewal License. All tree
and/or root trimming and/or pruning provided for herein shall be done
pursuant to appropriate regulations of the Town’s DPW.
Section 4.5--RESTORATION TO PRIOR CONDITION
Whenever the Licensee takes up or disturbs any pavement, sidewalk or
other improvement of any Public Way, the same shall be replaced and the
surface restored in as good condition as before entry as soon as practicable.
If the Licensee fails to make such restoration within a reasonable time, the
Issuing Authority may fix a reasonable time for such restoration and repairs
and shall notify the Licensee in writing of the restoration and repairs required
and the time fixed for performance thereof. Upon failure of the Licensee to
comply within the specified time period, the Issuing Authority may cause
proper restoration and repairs to be made and the reasonable expense of such
work shall be paid by the Licensee upon demand by the Issuing Authority.
Section 4.6---TEMPORARY RELOCATION
The Licensee shall temporarily raise or lower its wires or other equipment
upon the reasonable request of any Person holding a building moving permit
issued by the Town. The expense of such raising or lowering shall be paid by
the Licensee, unless otherwise required or permitted by applicable law. The
Licensee shall be given reasonable notice necessary to maintain continuity of
service.
Section 4.7---DISCONNECTION  AND RELOCATION
The Licensee shall, without charge to the Town and/or the Access
Corporation, protect, support, temporarily disconnect, relocate in the same
Street or other Public Way, or remove from any Street or any other Public
Ways, any of its property as required by the Issuing Authority or its
designee(s) by reason of traffic conditions, public safety, street construction,
change or establishment of street grade, or the construction of any public
improvement or structure by any Town department acting in a governmental
capacity.
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Section 4.8~--SAFETY STANDARDS
The Licensee shall install, operate, maintain and remove the Cable
Television System in conformance with Occupational Safety and Health
Administration regulations, the Massachusetts Electrical Code, the National
Electrical Code, the NCTA Safety Manuai, the National Electrical Safety
Code, the National Television Standards Code, the Bell Telephone Systems
Code of Pole Line Construction (when applicable), the rules and regulations
of the Commission and the FCC, all State and local laws, and all land use
restrictions as the same exist or may be amended hereafter. Enforcement of
such codes shall be by the appropriate regulatory authority.
Section 4.9---PEDESTALS
In any cases in which pedestals housing active and passive devices are to be
utilized, in Town Public Ways or within the Town public lay-out, such
equipment must be installed in accordance with applicable DPW regulations;
provided, however, that the Licensee may place such devices (amplifiers, line
extenders, power supplies, etc.) in a Iow-profile non-obtusive electronic control
box at Town approved locations to be determined when the Licensee applies
for a permit. All such equipment shall be shown on the construction maps
submitted to the Town in accordance with Section 4.12 infra.
Section 4.10---PRIVATE PROPERTY
The Licensee shall be subject to all laws, by-laws and/or regulations
regarding private property in the course of constructing, installing, operating
and maintaining the Cable Television System in the Town. The Licensee shall
repair or replace all private property, real and personal, damaged or
destroyed as a result of the construction, installation, operation or
maintenance of the Cable System at its sole cost and expense, within fourteen
(14) working days after notification of any such damage, weather permitting,
unless otherwise agreed to by the property owner. The Licensee shall be in
compliance with the National Electrical Code in the course of constructing,
installing, operating and maintaining underground and overhead cable. Such
cable shall be buried a minimum of eighteen inches (18”) below the surface.
Section 4.11---RIGHT TO INSPECTION OF CONSTRUCTION
The Issuing Authority or its designee(s) shall have the right to inspect all
construction and installation work performed subject to the provisions of this
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Renewal License in order to ensure compliance with the terms and conditions
of this Renewal License and all other applicable law. The Issuing Authority
shall provide the Licensee with reasonable notice prior to such inspection(s).
Any such inspection shall not interfere with the Licensee’s operations, except
in emergency situations.
Section 4.12---CONSTRUCTION  MAPS
The Licensee shall file with the Issuing Authority strand maps of all final
constructed Cable System plant in a format identified by the Issuing Authority
or its designee(s). If changes are made in the Cable System, the Licensee shall
file updated maps annually, not later than fourteen (14) days after each
anniversary of the Effective Date of this Renewal License.
Section 4.13---SERVICE INTERRUPTION
Except where there exists an emergency situation necessitating a more
expeditious procedure, the Licensee may interrupt Service for the purpose of
non-routine repairing, constructing or testing the Cable Television System only
during periods of minimum use and, when practical, only after a minimum of
forty-eight (48) hours notice to all affected Subscribers, given over at least one
(1) of the Cable System’s channels.
Section 4.14---COMMERCIAL  ESTABLISHMENTS
The Licensee shall make Cable Service(s) available to any commercial
establishments in the Town, upon the parties reaching a reasonable agreement
regarding the terms and costs of initial installation and Service.
Section 4.15--“DIG SAFE
The Licensee shall comply with all applicable “dig-safe” provisions, pursuant
to Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 82, Section 40.
Section 4.16---REMOVAL OF EXISTING DORMANT PLANT AND
EQUIPMENT
The Licensee shall use its best efforts to remove all unused and/or unusable
cable television plant from the Public Ways, including, but not limited to,
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wires, cables and equipment. In the event of disagreement between the Town
and the Licensee on specific cable television plant to be removed from the
Public Ways, the Town and the Licensee shall meet and discuss the issue(s),
in good faith, in order to resolve any such disagreements. The Town shall
request that other users of the Public Ways use their best efforts to remove
unused equipment from the Public Ways.
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ARTICLE 5
SERVICES AND PROGRAMMING
Section 5.1---BASIC SERVICE
The Licensee shall provide a Basic Service which shall include all Signals
which are required to be carried by a cable television system serving the Town
pursuant to statute or regulation.
Section 5.2---PROGRAMMING
(a) Pursuant to Section 624 of the Cable Act, the Licensee shall maintain
the mix, quality and broad categories of programming set forth in Exhibit 5,
attached hereto and made a part hereof. Pursuant to federal law, all
programming decisions, including the programming listed in Exhibit 6,
attached hereto, are at the sole discretion of the Licensee.
(b) The Licensee shall provide the Issuing Authority and all Subscribers
with notice of its intent to substantially change the Burlington programming
line-up at least thirty (30) days before any such change is to take place.
Section 5.3---TWO-WAY CAPABILITY
The Licensee shall continue to maintain a two-way capable Cable System,
subject to Section 3.1 supra, available to all Subscribers.
Section 5.4---LEASED CHANNELS FOR COMMERCIAL USE
Pursuant to Section 612 (b)(l)(B) of the Cable Act, the Licensee shall make
available channel capacity for commercial use by Persons unaffiliated with the
Licensee.
Section 5.5---VCR/CABLE COMPATIBILITY
(a) In order that Subscribers to the Cable Television System have the
capability to simultaneously view and tape any channel and set their “time
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shifter” to record multiple channels remotely, the Licensee shall provide to any
Subscriber, upon request, an A/B switch, which will allow VCR owners to tape
and view any channel capable of being tuned by such owner’s television set
and/or VCR, except two scrambled Signals. Said A/E3 switch shall be available
to all Subscribers, at a cost in compliance with applicable law, no later than
the Effective Date of this Renewal License. Attached hereto, as Exhibit 7, are
the different options available to VCR owners for installing VCRs to be
compatible with the Cable System. The Licensee shall make these options
available to all Subscribers in writing with the applicable charges, if any, no
later than the Effective Date of this Renewal License.
(b) To further ensure the maximum functioning of VCRs, the Licensee shall
not Scramble or otherwise encode, in any manner or form, for the entire term
of this Renewal License, (1) any off-the-air Signals or (2) any of the PEG
Access Channels. For purposes of this Section 5.5(b), “off-the-air Signals” shall
mean any local broadcast television Signals received at the Licensee’s
Headend  without the aid of any intervening relay device or receiving dishes.
For purposes of this section, the word “local” shall have the meaning as
defined by applicable law and/or regulation.
(c) The Licensee reserves its rights to Scramble or otherwise encode any
cable channel(s), in the Licensee’s judgment, to protect the Licensee from
unauthorized reception of its Signals.
(d) The Licensee shall give notice in writing of its policies and practices
regarding equipment to potential Subscribers before a subscription agreement
is reached and annually to all existing Subscribers. Thirty (30) days prior to
changing one of its policies and/or practices regarding equipment, the
Licensee shall notify, in writing, the Commission, the Issuing Authority and all
affected Subscribers of the change, including a description of the changed
policy and/or practice, in a typeface that can be easily read and understood
by Subscribers. The Licensee shall inform its Subscribers of which of its
services requires a Converter and which of its services do not require a
Converter.
Section 5.6---CONTINUITY OF SERVICE
It shall be the right of all Subscribers to receive Service insofar as their
financial and other obligations to the Licensee are honored. The Licensee
shall ensure that all Subscribers receive continuous, uninterrupted Service,
except for necessary Service interruptions. When necessary,- non-routine
Service interruptions can be anticipated, the Licensee shall notify Subscribers
of such interruption(s) in advance.
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Section 5.7---FREE DROPS, OUTLETS AND MONTHLY SERVICE TO
PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND SCHOOLS
(a) The Licensee shall continue to provide, install and maintain one (1) free
Subscriber Cable Drop and Outlet and monthly Service, except for any Pay
Cable and/or Pay-Per-View Programming, to all police and fire stations, public
schools, public libraries and other public buildings along the Cable System
plant route included in Exhibit 8, attached hereto and made a part hereof, and
any other public buildings and schools along the Cable System plant route as
designated by the Issuing Authority. The Licensee shall coordinate the location
of each Drop with each of the aforementioned institutions newly receiving
Service. There shall be no costs to the Town or any designated institution for
the installation and provision of monthly Service and related maintenance.
(b) The Licensee shall supply one (1) Converter for each Outlet, without
charge to the Town and/or the Access Corporation, if required for the
reception of monthly Service. The Licensee shall maintain such Outlets and
Converters for normal wear and tear, at its sole cost and expense; provided,
however, that the Town shall be responsible for repairs and/or replacement
necessitated by any acts of vandalism or theft.
(c) No later than December 31, 1998, unless agreed to otherwise by the
Issuing Authority, the Licensee shall install a total of twenty (20) additional
Subscriber Network Outlets in public buildings, schools and other institutions,
as identified by the Issuing Authority. There shall be no charge(s), and/or
interest for any Subscriber costs applied thereto, to the Town and/or
designated building(s) for any such Outlets, subject to Section 7.2 infra.
(d) The Licensee shall discuss the location of each Drop and/or Outlet with
the proper officials in each of the buildings, schools and/or institutions entitled
to such a Drop or Outlet, prior to any such installation. The Licensee shall
install such Drops and/or Outlets within sixty (60) days of any such requests
from the Issuing Authority.
Section 5.8---CHANGES IN CABLE TELEVISION TECHNOLOGY
(a) At the performance evaluation hearing(s), pursuant to Section 10.2 infra,
the Licensee shall review with the Issuing Authority changes in relevant cable
television technology (as defined below) that might benefit Burlington
Subscribers. For purposes of this section, “relevant cable television technology”
shall be defined as those technologies that the Licensee and the Issuing
Authority shall, in good faith, agree to be included in said annual hearing.
Such technologies shall include, but not be limited to, Subscriber Converters
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optimally compatible with VCRs and cable-ready television sets, high-
definition television, digital compression, remote control devices and new
Scrambling/descrambling processes.
(b) Notwithstanding the annual requirements of paragraph (a) above, the
Licensee shall keep the Issuing Authority up-to-date on those technological
developments that will have an impact on Burlington Subscribers including,
but not limited to, new Subscriber equipment for the home.
Section 5.9---FCC SOCIAL CONTRACT
The Licensee shall give the Issuing Authority written notice of the
expiration of the FCC Social Contract, a minimum of one (1) year prior to
said expiration. Said notice shall include a statement as to the effect of said
expiration on Burlington Subscribers and shall describe the Licensee’s plans
to, among other things, continue or discontinue providing free Internet access
service(s) to the Burlington School Department.
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ARTICLE 6
PUBLIC, EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENTAL ACCESS
FACILITIES AND SUPPORT
Section 6.1---PUBLIC, EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENTAL ACCESS
The Access Corporation, as designated by the Issuing Authority, shall
continue to be responsible for the provision of public, educational and
governmental access facilities and equipment to the residents of the Town,
pursuant to the provisions of this Article 6 herein.
Section 6.2--ACCESS CORPORATION
The Access Corporation shall provide services to PEG Access Users and
the Town as follows:
(1) Schedule, operate and program the PEG Access Channels provided
in accordance with Section 6.3 below;
(2) Manage the annual funding, pursuant to Section 6.4 below;
(3) Purchase and/or lease equipment, with the funds allocated for such
purposes in Section 6.5 below;
(4) Conduct training programs in the skills necessary to produce PEG
Access programming;
(5) Provide technical assistance and production services to PEG Access
Users:
(6) Establish rules, procedures and guidelines for use of the PEG Access
Channels;
(7) Provide publicity, fundraising, outreach, referral and other support
services to PEG Access Users;
(8) Assist Users in the production of Programming of interest to
Subscribers and issues, events and activities; and
(9) Accomplish such other tasks relating to the operation, scheduling
and/or management of the PEG Access Channels, facilities and equipment as
appropriate and necessary.
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Section 6.3---PEG ACCESS CHANNELS
(a) Upon the Effective Date of this Renewal License, the Licensee shall
continue to make available to the Access Corporation three (3) Downstream
Channels for PEG Access purposes.
(b) Said PEG Access Channels shall be used to transmit PEG Access
Programming to Subscribers without charge to the Town and/or the Access
Corporation, and shall be subject to the control and management of the
Access Corporation.
(c) The Licensee shall not move or otherwise relocate the channel locations
of the PEG Access Channels, without the advance, written notice to the
Issuing Authority and the Access Corporation.
Section 6.4---ANNUAL SUPPORT FOR PEG ACCESS
(a) The Licensee shall provide an annual payment to the Access
Corporation, for PEG Access purposes, equal to five percent (5%) of the
Licensee’s Gross Annual Revenues, less applicable franchise fees. Said annual
payments shall be used for, among other things, salary, operating and other
related expenses connected with PEG Access programming and operations.
(b) Said annual five percent (5%) PEG Access payment shall be made to
the Access Corporation on a quarterly basis (January 15th, April 15th, July
15th and October 15th).
(c) The first payment to the Access Corporation under this Renewal
License shall be made.on October 15, 1997, and shall constitute 5% of the
Licensee’s Gross Annual Revenues, less applicable franchise fees, for the
preceding period ending September 30, 1997.
(d) The Licensee shall file with each such quarterly payment a statement
certified by a financial officer of the Licensee documenting, in reasonable
detail in the form contained in Exhibit 12 attached hereto, the total of all
Gross Annual Revenues derived by the Licensee during the preceding three
(3) month period. If the Licensee’s total annual payment to the Access
Corporation was less than five percent (5%) of its Gross Annual Revenues,
less applicable franchise fees, for the previous year, it shall pay any balance
due to the Access Corporation no later than March 15th. Said statement shall
include all of the general categories comprising Gross Annual Revenues as
defined in Section 1.1(23) supra.
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(e) Consistent with Section 622(h) of the Cable Act, any Person, including
a Leased Access User, who or which distributes any Service over the Cable
System for which charges are assessed to Subscribers but not received by the
Licensee, shall pay the Access Corporation an amount equal to five percent
(5%) of such Person’s Gross Annual Revenues. If the Licensee collects
revenues for said Person, then the Licensee shall collect said five (5%)
payment on the Gross Annual Revenues of said Person and shall pay said
amounts to the Access Corporation along with the Licensee’s five percent
(5%) access payments pursuant to Section 6.4(a) herein. If the Licensee does
not collect the revenues for a Person that distributes any Service over the
System, then the Licensee shall notify any such Person of this five percent
(5%) payment requirement and shall notify the Access Corporation of such
use of the Cable System by such Person(s).
(f) In the event that the payments required herein are not tendered on or
before the dates fixed herein, interest due on such payments shall accrue from
the date due at the rate of two percent (2%) above the Prime Rate per
month, or portions thereof.
Section 6.5---PEG ACCESS FACILITIES FUNDING
(a) On an annual basis, not later than December 31st of each year of this
Renewal License, the Licensee shall provide a 2 to 1 matching grant to the
Access Corporation, based upon the Access Corporation raising up to the
amount of six thousand two hundred and fifty dollars ($6,250.00) annually. In
the event that the Access Corporation raises up to $6,250.00, the Licensee
shall contribute to the Access Corporation the amount of twelve thousand five
hundred dollars ($12,500.00) annually. The Licensee shall under no
circumstances externalize, line-item and/or otherwise pass-through to
Subscribers said $12,500.00 matching contribution. The Licensee shall provide
its matching contribution to the Access Corporation within thirty (30) days of
notification from the Access Corporation.
(b) There shall be no prohibition against the Town and/or another
government entity contributing to Access Corporation fundraising; provided,
however, that the Town does not use any of the Government Equipment
Funding, pursuant to Section 6.7 below; and provided, further, that funding
from a direct competitor to the Licensee, operating in the Town, is not
counted toward Access Corporation fundraising for purposes of this Section
6.5.
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(c) The Licensee shall work with the Access Corporation in good faith to
assist in such fundraising activities.
(d) In no case shall the matching equipment contribution(s) be counted
against either the annual PEG Access payment, pursuant to Section 6.4 supra,
or any License Fee payment, required by Section 7.1 infra, or any other fees
or payments required by applicable law.
(e) In the event that payments required to be made herein are not tendered
on or before the dates fixed herein, interest due on such required payments
shall accrue from the date due and be paid to the Access Corporation at the
annual rate of two percent (2%) above the Prime Rate per month, or portions
thereof.
Section 6.6---EQUIPMENT OWNERSHIP
The Access Corporation shall own all PEG Access equipment purchased
with funding pursuant to Section 6.5 supra. The Licensee shall have no
obligation to maintain, insure, replace or repair any such PEG Access
equipment.
Section 6.7---GOVERNMENT EQUIPMENT FUNDING
(a) On an annual basis, the Licensee shall provide a cash payment to the
Town in the amount of fifteen thousand dollars ($lS,OOO.OO) for
equipment/technology purchases. Said payment shall be made to the Town on
March 15th of each year of this Renewal License.
(b) The Licensee shall under no circumstances externalize, line-item and/or
otherwise pass-through to Subscribers said $15,000.00 government equipment
funding payment.
(c) In no case shall the government equipment funding be counted against
either the annual PEG Access payment, pursuant to Section 6.4 supra, or any
License Fee payment, required by Section 7.1 infra, or any other fees or
payments required by applicable law.
(d) In the event that payments required to be made herein are not tendered
on or before the dates fixed herein, interest due on such required payments
shall accrue from the date due and be paid to the Access Corporation at the
annual rate of two percent (2%) per month, or portions thereof, above the
Prime Rate.
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Section 6.8---RECOMPUTATION
Tender or acceptance of any payment shall not be construed as an accord
that the amount paid is correct, nor shall such acceptance of payment be
construed as a release of any claim that the Town and/or the Access
Corporation may have for additional sums including interest payable under
this Article 6. The Issuing Authority, the Access Corporation and/or an
independent certified public accountant hired by the Issuing Authority or the
Access Corporation shall have the right to inspect any and all records relating
to Gross Annual Revenues, as defined herein, in order to establish the
accuracy of the payments tendered hereunder. If, after such inspection, an
additional payment is owed, such payment shall be paid within thirty (30) days
after any recomputation. The interest on such additional payment shall be
charged from the original due date at the rate of three percent (3%) above
the Prime Rate per month, or portions thereof, during the period that such
additional amount is owed. If, after such inspection, the Licensee has overpaid,
such overpayment shall be credited against the next quarterly payment to the
Access Corporation, without interest charges of any kind.
Section 6.9---PEG ACCESS PAYMENTS
All payments required hereunder in Sections 6.4 and 6.5 shall be made by
the Licensee directly to the Access Corporation, with a copy of said payments
sent to the Issuing Authority. The payments required by Section 6.7 shall be
made by the Licensee directly to the Town.
Section 6.10---PEG ACCESS CHANNELS MAINTENANCE
The Licensee shall monitor the PEG Access Channels for technical quality
and shall ensure that they are maintained at standards commensurate with
those which apply to the Cable System’s commercial channels. The Access
Corporation shall be responsible for the picture quality of all PEG Access
Programming.
Section 6.1 l---ACCESS CABLECASTING
(a) In order that the Access Corporation can cablecast its Programming
over the PEG Access Downstream Channels, all PEG Programming shall be
modulated, then transmitted from any location with Origination Capability to
the Access Corporation studio, on one of the I-Net Upstream Channels made
available, without charge, to the Town and the Access Corporation for their
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use. PEG Access Programming is then modulated and assigned to the proper
Headend upstream fiberoptic channel. At the Headend, such Programming is
again processed and transmitted downstream on the designated PEG Access
Channel.
(b) The Licensee shall provide the Access Corporation with the capability
to ensure that said Programming is properly switched, either manually or
electronically, to the appropriate Downstream Channel, in an efficient and
timely manner. At the Headend,  said Access Programming shall be
retransmitted in the downstream direction on one of the three (3)
Downstream PEG Access Channels. The Licensee shall not charge the Access
Corporation for such switching responsibility. The Licensee and the Issuing
Authority shall negotiate in good faith any difficulties that arise regarding
cablecasting of PEG Access Programming.
(c) The Licensee shall provide and maintain all necessary processing
equipment in order to switch Upstream Signals from the Access Corporation
to the designated Downstream Access Channel. Nothing herein shall require
the Licensee to provide end-user equipment.
Section 6.12---CENSORSHIP
The Licensee shall not engage in any program censorship or any other
control of the content of the PEG Access Programming on the Cable System,
except as otherwise required or permitted by applicable law.
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ARTICLE 7
LICENSE FEES
Section 7.1---LICENSE FEE ENTI’I’LE~MENT
(a) Pursuant to Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 166A, Section 9, the
Licensee shall pay to the Town, throughout the term of this Renewal License,
a License Fee equal to fifty cents ($.50) per Subscriber per year, or such
higher amount as may in the future be allowed pursuant to State and/or
federal law. The number of Subscribers, for purposes of this section, shall be
calculated on the last day of each year of the term of this Renewal License.
(b) In the event that the Town can collect a License Fee in the future
expressed as a percentage, the Licensee shall (i) immediately commence
paying such a percentage License Fee to the Town in accordance with
apphcable law and based on Gross Annual Revenues as defined in this
Renewal License and (ii) file with the Issuing Authority, with each such
percentage License Fee payment, a statement certified by an authorized
financial officer of the Licensee documenting, in reasonable detail pursuant
to Section 13.3(b) infra, the total of all Gross Annual Revenues derived during
the previous year. Unless specified otherwise by applicable law, the Licensee
shall make such Gross Annual Revenue percentage payments to the Town
annually, on or before each anniversary of the Effective Date of this Renewal
License.
(c) The Licensee shall not be liable for a total License Fee pursuant to this
Renewal License and applicable law in excess of five percent (5%) of its
Gross Annual Revenues; provided, however, that said five percent (5%) shall
include the PEG Access annual operating funding (Section 6.4), but shall not
include the following: (i) any I-Net equipment provided to the Town herein
(Section 3.2); (ii) the PEG Access Facilities matching contributions herein
(Section 6.5); (iii) the Government Equipment Funding herein (Section 6.7);
(iv) any interest due herein to the Town because of late payments; and/or (v)
any liquidated damages herein (Section 11.2).
Section 7.2---PAYMENT
Pursuant to M.G.L. Chapter 166A, Section 9, the License Fees shall be paid
annually to the Town throughout the term of this Renewal License, not later
than March 15th of each year, unless provided for
law.
otherwise under applicable
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Section 7.3---OTHER PAYMENT OBLIGATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS
(a) The License Fee payments shall be in addition to and shall not
constitute an offset or credit against any and all taxes or other fees or charges
of general applicability which the Licensee or any Affiliated Person shall be
required to pay to the Town, or to any State or federal agency or authority,
as required herein or by law; the payment of said taxes, fees or charges shall
not constitute a credit or offset against the License Fee payments all of which
shall be separate and distinct obligations of the Licensee and each Affiliated
Person. The Licensee herein agrees that no such taxes, fees or charges shall
be used as offsets or credits against the License Fee payments.
(b) In accordance with Section 622(h) of the Cable Act, nothing in the
Cable Act or this Renewal License shall be construed to limit any authority
of the Issuing Authority to impose a tax, fee or other assessment of any kind
on any Person (other than the Licensee) with respect to Cable Service
provided by such Person over the Cable System for which charges are assessed
to Subscribers but not received by the Licensee. For any twelve (12) month
period, the fees paid by such Person with respect to any such Cable Service
or any other communications Service shall not exceed five percent (5%) of
such Person’s gross revenues derived in such period from the provision of such
service over the System.
(c) The Licensee hereby agrees that the term “franchise fee” does not
include the items in Section 622(g)(2)(A) through (E) of the Cable Act.
Section 7.4~--LATE PAYMENT
In the event that the License Fees herein required are not tendered on or
before the dates fixed in Section 7.1 above, interest due on such fee shall
accrue from the date due at the rate of two percent (2%) above the annual
Prune Rate per month, or portions thereof. Any payments to the Town
pursuant to this Section 7.5 shall not be deemed to be part of the License
Fees to be paid to the Town pursuant to Section 7.1 hereof and shall be
within the exclusion to the term “franchise fee” for requirements incidental to
enforcing the Renewal License pursuant to Section 622(g)(2)(D) of the Cable
Act.
Section 7.5-RECOMPUTATION
(a) Tender or acceptance of any payment shall not be construed as an
accord that the amount paid is correct, nor shall such acceptance of payment
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be construed as a release of any claim that the Town may have for additional
sums including interest payable under this Section 7.6. All amounts paid shall
be subject to audit and recomputation by the Town, which shall be based on
the Licensee’s fiscal year and shall occur in no event later than one (1) year
after the License Fees are tendered with respect to such fiscal year.
(b) If the Issuing Authority has reason to believe that any such payment(s)
are incorrect, the Licensee shall have ten (10) days, upon receiving a written
request from the Issuing Authority, to provide the Town with additional
information documenting and verifying the accuracy of any such payment(s).
In the event that the Issuing Authority does not believe that such
documentation supports the accuracy of such payment(s), the Issuing
Authority shall conduct an audit of such payment(s). If, after such audit and
recomputation, an additional fee is owed to the Town, such fee shall be paid
within thirty (30) days after such audit and recomputation, and the Licensee
shall contribute to the costs of such audit up to the amount determined by
such audit to be due and payable. The interest on such additional fee shall be
charged from the due date at the rate of two percent (2%) above the Prime
Rate per month, or portions thereof, during the period that such additional
amount is owed. If, after such audit and recomputation, the Licensee has
overpaid, such overpayment shall be credited against the next License Fee
payment to the Town, without interest charges of any kind.
Section 7.6---AFFILIATES USE OF SYSTE~M
The Licensee shall not permit the use or operation of the Cable System by
Affiliates on terms which result in a diversion of revenues from operation of
the Cable System to the detriment of the Town under this Renewal License.
If requested by the Issuing Authority, the Licensee shall be required to
demonstrate that use or operation of the Cable System by an Affiliate is fair
and competitive compared to such use by other third-parties. Should the
Issuing Authority subsequently determine otherwise, the Licensee shall enter
into good faith negotiations to resolve any dispute(s) regarding gross revenue
discrepancies on account of such a relationship.
Section 7.7---METHOD OF PAYMENT
All License Fee payments by the Licensee to the Town pursuant to this
Renewal License shall be made payable to the Town and deposited with the
Town Treasurer.
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ARTICLE 8
RATES AND CHARGES
Section &l---RATE REGULATION
The Town reserves the right to regulate the Licensee’s rates and charges to
the extent allowable under State and federal laws.
Section 8.2---NOTIFICATION OF RATES AND CHARGES
(a) In accordance with applicable laws and regulations, the Licensee shall
file with the Issuing Authority schedules which shall describe all services
offered by the Licensee, all rates and charges of any kind, and all terms or
conditions relating thereto.
(b) At the time of initial solicitation or installation of Service, the Licensee
shall also provide each Subscriber with a detailed explanation of downgrade
and upgrade policies and the manner in which Subscribers may terminate
cable service. Subscribers shall have at least thirty (30) days prior to the
effective date of any rate increase to either downgrade service or terminate
service altogether without any charge. Change of service policies shall be in
compliance with 207 CMR 5.00 et seq., attached hereto as Exhibit 9.
Section 8.3---PUBLICATION  AND NON-DISCRIMINATION
All rates for Subscriber services shall be published and non-discriminatory.
A written schedule of all rates shall be available upon request during business
hours at the Licensee’s business office. Nothing in this Renewal License shall
be construed to prohibit the reduction or waiver of charges in conjunction with
promotional campaigns for the purpose of attracting or maintaining
subscribers.
Section 8.4---CREDIT FOR SERVICE INTERRUPTION
In the event that Service to any Subscriber is interrupted for twenty-four
(24) or more consecutive hours, the Licensee shall grant such Subscriber a pro
rata credit or rebate.
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Section 8.5--SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT
(a) Within six (6) months of the Effective Date of this Renewal License, the
Licensee shall offer a ten percent (10%) discount on the basic broadcast level
of service to all heads of households, age sixty-five (65) or older, (i) who are
Medicaid eligible at their permanent residence or (ii) who meet the criteria
for subsidized housing. In order to qualify for such discount, affected senior
citizens must present evidence of such eligibility to the Licensee.
(b) In the event that the Licensee adopts a State-wide senior citizen
discount program, the Licensee shall implement such a discount program in
Burlington.
(c) In no event shall the Licensee externalize,
pass-through to Burlington Subscribers any costs
Discount pursuant to this Section 8.5.
line-item and/or otherwise
associated with the Senior
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ARTICLE 9
INSURANCE AND BONDS
Section 9.1---INSURANCE
At all times during the term of the Renewal License, including the time for
removal of facilities provided for herein, the Licensee shall obtain, pay all
premiums for, and file with the Issuing Authority, on an annual basis, copies
of the certificates of insurance for the following policies:
(1) A general commercial liability policy naming the Town, its officers,
boards, commissions, committees, agents and/or employees as additional
insureds on all claims on account of injury to or death of a person or persons
occasioned by the construction, installation, maintenance or operation of the
Cable System or alleged to have been so occasioned, with a minimum liability
of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) for injury or death to any one person
in any one occurrence.
(2) A property damage insurance policy naming the Town, its officers,
boards, commissions, committees, agents and/or employees as additional
insureds and save them harmless from any and all claims of property damage,
real or personal, occasioned or alleged to have been so occasioned by the
construction, installation, maintenance or operation of the Cable Television
System, with a minimum liability of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) for
damage to the property of any one person in any one occurrence.
(3) A general liability policy with excess liability of Five Million Dollars
($5,000,000.00), in umbrella form.
(4) Automobile liability insurance for owned automobiles, non-owned
automobiles and/or rented automobiles in the amount of:
(a) One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) for bodily injury and consequent
death per occurrence;
(b) One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) for bodily injury and consequent
death to any one person; and
(c) Five Hundred
per occurrence.
Thousand Dollars ($500,000.00) for property damage
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(5) Worker’s Compensation in the minimum amount of the statutory limit.
(6) The following conditions shall apply to the insurance policies required
herein:
(a) Such insurance shall commence no later than the Effective Date of this
Renewal License.
(b) Such insurance shall
maintained by the Town and
contributions.
(c) Such insurance shall be obtained from brokers or carriers authorized
be primary with respect to any insurance
shall not call on the Town’s insurance for
to transact insurance business in the State.
(d) This Renewal License may, after hearing, be revoked for the
Licensee’s failure to obtain or maintain the required insurance under this
Renewal License.
Section 9.2---PERFORMANCE  BOND
(a) The Licensee shall maintain, without charge to the Town and/or the
Access Corporation, throughout the term of the Renewal Franchise a faithful
performance bond running to the Town, with good and sufficient surety
licensed to do business in the State in the sum of Four Hundred Thousand
Dollars ($400,000.00). Said bond shall be conditioned upon the faithful
performance and discharge of all of the obligations imposed by this Renewal
License.
(b) When the I-Net has been completed and activated pursuant to the terms
of Section 3.2 supra, said performance bond may be reduced to the sum of
Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00);  provided, however, that the Licensee
shall notify the Issuing Authority in writing, thirty (30) days in advance of such
reduction, that it has completed and activated the I-Net as required by Section
3.2. The Licensee may reduce the amount of said bond unless the Issuing
Authority objects, in writing, to such reduction, prior to such reduction.
(c) The performance bond shall be effective throughout the term of this
Renewal License, including the time for removal of all of the facilities
provided for herein, and shall be conditioned that in the event that the
Licensee shall fail to comply with any one or more provisions of this Renewal
License, or to comply with any order, permit or direction of any department,
agency, commission, board, division or office of the Town having jurisdiction
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over its acts, or to pay any claims, liens or taxes due the Town which arise by
reason of the construction, upgrade, maintenance, operation and/or removal
of the Cable System, the Town shall recover from the surety of such bond all
damages suffered by the Town as a result thereof, pursuant to Sections 11.1
and 11.2 infra.
(d) Said bond shall be a continuing obligation of this Renewal License, and
thereafter until the Licensee has satisfied all of its obligations to the Town
that may have arisen from the grant of the Renewal License or from the
exercise of any privilege herein granted. In the event that the Town recovers
from said surety, the Licensee shall take immediate steps to reinstate the
performance bond to the appropriate amount required herein. Neither this
section, any bond accepted pursuant thereto, or any damages recovered
thereunder shall limit the liability of the Licensee under the Renewal License.
Section 9.3---LETTER OF CREDIT
(a) In addition to the performance bond required in Section 9.2 above, the
Licensee shall maintain at its sole cost and expense, an irrevocable letter of
credit from a financial institution, licensed to do business in the State, in the
amount of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00).  Said letter of credit shall be
used to ensure the faithful performance by the Licensee of all material
provisions of this Renewal License and compliance with all material orders,
permits and directions of any office of the Town having jurisdiction over its
acts and defaults under this Renewal License, and the payment by the
Licensee of any claim, liens, fee, or taxes due the Town which arise by reason
of the construction, upgrade, operation, installation and/or maintenance of the
Cable Television System.
(b) Upon a withdrawal against said letter of credit, the letter of credit shall
promptly, but in no case more than ten (10) days later, be renewed to the full
amount of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00).
(c) The Town’s right to proceed against the letter of credit shall be
governed by the provisions of Section 11.1 infra.
(d) The rights reserved to the Town with respect to said letter of credit are
in addition to all other rights of the Town, whether reserved by this Renewal
License or authorized by applicable law, and no action, proceeding or exercise
of a right with respect to said letter of credit shall affect any other right the
Town may have.
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Section 9.4 ---REPORTING
Upon request, on an annual basis, the Licensee shall
submit to the Issuing Authority, or its designee, copies
of all current certificates regarding all insurance
policies, the performance bond and the letter of credit
required herein.
Section 9.5---INDEMNIFICATION
The Licensee shall, at its sole cost and expense,
indemnify and hold harmless the Issuing Authority, the
Town, its officials, boards, commissions, committees,
agents and/or employees and/or residents of the Town
against all claims for damage due to the actions of the
Licensee, its employees, officers or agents arising out
of the construction, installation, maintenance, operation
and/or removal of the Cable Television System under the
Renewal License, including without limitation, damage to
Persons or property, both real and personal, caused by
the construction, installation, operation, maintenance
and/or removal of any structure, equipment, wire or cable
installed. Indemnified expenses shall include, without
limitation, all out-of-pocket expenses, such as
attorneys' fees, including the reasonable value of any
services rendered by the Town Counsel. In the event that
the Town employs outside counsel for the purposes set
forth herein, the Licensee shall pay the costs of such
outside counsel for such services.
Section 9.6 ---NOTICE OF CANCELLATION OR REDUCTION
OF COVERAGE
The insurance policies, the performance bond and the
letter of credit required herein shall each contain an
explicit endorsement stating that such insurance
policies, performance bond and letter of credit are
intended to cover the liability assumed by the Licensee
under the terms of the Renewal License and shall contain
the following endorsement:
It is hereby understood and agreed that this
policy (or bond or letter of credit) shall
not be cancelled, materially changed or the
amount of coverage thereof reduced until
thirty (30) days after receipt by the Issuing
Authority by certified mail of one (1) copy
of a written notice of such intent to cancel,
materially change or reduce the coverage
required herein.
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ARTICLE 10
ADMINISTRATION A.ND REGULATION
Section 10.1---REGULATORY AUTHORITY
(a) The Issuing Authority and/or its designee(s) shall
be responsible for the day to day regulation of the Cable
Television System. The Issuing Authority and/or its
designee(s) shall monitor and enforce the Licensee's
compliance with the terms and conditions of this Renewal
License. The Issuing Authority shall notify the Licensee
in writing of any instance of non-compliance pursuant to
Section 11.1 infra.
(b) The Licensee shall meet with the Advisory
Committee, on a quarterly basis, as scheduled by the
Advisory Committee, to review the Licensee's operations
in the Town. Either party may request a meeting at any
other time as well.
Section 10.2 ---PERFORMANCE EVALUATION HEARINGS
(a) The Issuing Authority may hold a performance
evaluation hearing every year within sixty (60) days of
each anniversary of the Effective Date of this Renewal
License. All such evaluation hearings shall be open to
the public. The purpose of said evaluation hearing shall
be to, among other things, i) review the Licensee's
compliance to the terms and conditions of this Renewal
License, with emphasis on PEG Access Channels, facilities
and support; customer service and complaint response;
Programming; and the Institutional Network; ii) review
current technological developments in the cable
television field, pursuant to Section 5.8 supra; and iii)
hear comments, suggestions and/or complaints from the
public. The Issuing Authority shall provide the Licensee
with advance, written notice regarding compliance
matters.
(b) The Issuing Authority shall have the right to
question the Licensee on any aspect of this Renewal
License including, but not limited to, the operation,
maintenance and/or removal of the Cable Television
System. During review and evaluation by the Issuing
Authority, the Licensee shall fully cooperate with the
Issuing Authority and/or its designee(s), and produce
such documents or other materials as are reasonably
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requested from the Town. Any Subscriber or other Person
may submit comments during such review hearing, either
orally or in writing, and such comments shall be duly
considered by the Issuing Authority.
(c) Within sixty (60) days after the conclusion of
such review hearing(s), the Issuing Authority shall issue
a written report with respect to the adequacy of Cable
System performance and quality of Service, and send one
(1) copy to the Licensee and file one (1) copy with the
Town Clerk's Office. If inadequacies are found which
result in a violation of any of the provisions of this
Renewal License, the Licensee shall respond and propose
a plan for implementing any changes or improvements
necessary, pursuant to Section 11.1 infra.
Section 10.3 ---NONDISCRIMINATION
The Licensee shall not discriminate against any Person
in its solicitation or Service on the basis of race,
color, creed, religion, ancestry, national origin,
geographical location within the Town, sex, affectional
preference, disability, age, marital status, or status
with regard to public assistance. The Licensee shall be
subject to all other requirements of federal and State
laws or regulations, relating to nondiscrimination
through the term of the Renewal License.
Section 10.4 ---EMERGENCY REMOVAL OF PLANT
If, at any time, in case of fire or disaster in the
Town, it shall become necessary in the reasonable
judgment of the Issuing Authority or any designee(s), to
cut or move any of the wires, cables, amplifiers,
appliances or appurtenances of the Cable Television
System, the Town shall have the right to do so at the
sole cost and expense of the Licensee. In such event, the
Licensee shall reimburse the Issuing Authority the cost
and expense of such removal within thirty (30) days of
submission of a bill thereof.
Section 10.5---REMOVAL AND RELOCATION
The Issuing Authority shall have the power at any time
to order and require the Licensee to remove or relocate
any pole, wire, cable or other structure owned by the
Licensee that is dangerous to life or property. In the
event that the Licensee, after notice, fails or refuses
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to act within a reasonable time, the Issuing Authority
shall have the power to remove or relocate the same at
the sole cost and expense of the Licensee. In such event,
the Licensee shall reimburse the Issuing Authority the
cost and expense of such removal within thirty (30) days
of submission of a bill thereof.
Section 10.6---INSPECTION
The Issuing Authority or its designee(s) shall have
the right to inspect the plant, equipment or other
property of the Licensee in the Town at reasonable times
and under reasonable circumstances. The Licensee shall
fully cooperate in such inspections; provided, however,
that such inspections are reasonable and do not interfere
with the operation or the performance of the facilities
of the Cable System, and that such inspections are
conducted after reasonable notice to the Licensee. The
Licensee shall be entitled to have a representative
present during such inspections.
Section 10.7 ---JURISDICTION
Jurisdiction and venue over any dispute, action or
suit arising directly from this Renewal License shall be
in any court of appropriate venue and subject matter
jurisdiction located in the State of Massachusetts and
the parties by this instrument subject themselves to the
personal jurisdiction of said court for the entry of any
such judgment and for the resolution of any dispute,
action, or suit.
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ARTICLE 11
DETERMINATION OF BREACH
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES-LICENSE REVOCATION
Section 11.1---DETERMINATION OF BREACB
In the event that the Issuing Authority has reason to believe
that the Licensee has defaulted in the performance of any or
several provisions of this Renewal License, except as excused by
Force Majeure,
writing,
the Issuing Authority shall notify the Licensee in
by certified mail, of the provision or provisions which
the Issuing Authority believes may have been in default and the
details relating thereto. The Licensee shall have twenty-one (21)
days from the receipt of such notice to:
(a) respond to the Issuing Authority in writing, contesting
the Issuing Authority's assertion of default and providing such
information or documentation as may be necessary to support the
Licensee's position; or
(b) cure any such default (and provide written evidence of the
same), or, in the event that by nature of the default, such default
cannot be cured within such twenty-one (21) day period, to take
reasonable steps to cure said default and diligently continue such
efforts until said default is cured. The Licensee shall report to
the Issuing Authority, in writing, by certified mail, at twenty-one
(21) day intervals as to the Licensee's efforts, indicating the
steps taken by the Licensee to cure said default and reporting the
Licensee's progress until such default is cured.
(c) In the event that (i) the Licensee fails to respond to
such notice of default; and/or (ii) the Licensee fails to cure the
default or to take reasonable steps to cure the default within the
required twenty-one (21) day period; and/or (iii) the Issuing
Authority is not reasonably satisfied with (1) the Licensee's
response pursuant to Section 11.1(a) above and/or (2) the
Licensee's efforts to cure pursuant to Section 11.1(b) above, the
Issuing Authority or its designee shall promptly schedule a public
hearing no sooner than fourteen (14) days after written notice, by
certified mail, to the Licensee. The Licensee shall be provided
reasonable opportunity to offer evidence, question witnesses, if
any, and be heard at such public hearing.
(d) Within thirty (30) days after said public hearing, the
Issuing Authority shall issue a written determination of its
findings. In the event that the Issuing Authority determines that
the Licensee is in such default, the Issuing Authority may
determine to pursue any of the following remedies:
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(i) assess liquidated damages in accordance with the schedule
set forth in Section 11.2 below;
(ii) seek specific performance of any provision in this Renewal
License which reasonably lends itself to such remedy as an
alternative to damages;
(iii) commence an action at law for monetary damages;
(iv) foreclose on all or any appropriate part of the security
provided pursuant to Section 9.2 and/or Section 9.3 herein;
(v) declare the Renewal License to be revoked subject to Section
11.3 below and applicable law;
(vi) invoke any other lawful remedy available to the Town.
Section 11.2 ---LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
(A) For the violation of any of the following provisions of this
Renewal License, liquidated damages shall be paid by the Licensee
to the Issuing Authority,
liquidated damages
subject to Section 11.1 above. Any such
shall be assessed as of the date that the
Licensee received written notice, by certified mail, of theprovision or provisions which the Issuing Authority believes are in
default, provided that the Issuing Authority made a determination
of default pursuant to Section 11.1(d) above.
(1) For failure to fully activate, operate and maintain the
Subscriber Network in accordance with Section 3.1 herein, three
hundred dollars ($300.00) per day,
non-compliance continues.
for each day that any such
(2) For failure to fully activate, operate and maintain the
Institutional Network in accordance with Section 3.2 herein and
Exhibits 2, 3 and 4 attached hereto, three hundred dollars
($300.00) per day,
continues.
for each day that any such non-compliance
(3) For failure to comply with the PEG Access programming and
equipment provisions in accordance with the timelines in Article 6
herein, three hundred dollars ($300.00) per day, for each day that
any such non-compliance continues.
(4) For failure to comply with the FCC's Customer Service
Obligations in accordance with Section 12.5 infra, and Exhibit 10
attached hereto, one hundred dollars ($100.00) per day that any
such non-compliance continues.
(5) For failure to provide, install and/or fully activate the
Subscriber Network and/or I-Net Drops and/or Outlets in accordance
with Sections 3.2 and 5.7 herein and/or Exhibits 2 and 8, fifty
dollars ($50.00) per day that any of such Drops and/or Outlets are
not provided, installed and/or activated as required.
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(6) For failure to submit reports,
herein,
pursuant to Article 13
fifty dollars ($50.00) per day that any of said reports are
not submitted as required.
(B) Such liquidated damages shall not be a limitation upon, any
other provisions of this Renewal License and applicable
including revocation,
law,
or any other statutorily or judically imposed
penalties or remedies; provided, however, that in the event that
the Issuing Authority collects liquidated damages for a specific
breach for a specific period of time,
above,
pursuant to Section 11.1
the collection of such liquidated damages shall be deemed to
be the exclusive remedy for said specific breach for such specific
period of time only.
(C) Each of the above-mentioned cases of non-compliance shall
result in damage to the Town,
institutions,
its residents, businesses and
compensation for which will be
ascertain.
difficult to
amounts set
The Licensee agrees that the liquidated damages in the
such damage.
forth above are fair and reasonable compensation for
The Licensee agrees that said foregoing amounts are
liquidated damages, not a penalty or forfeiture, and are within one
or more exclusions to the term "franchise fee" provided by Section
622(g)(2)(A)-(D) of the Cable Act.
Section 11.3 ---REVOCATION OF THE RENEXAL LICENSE
To the extent permitted by applicable law,
Licensee
in the event that the
fails to comply with any material provision of this
Renewal License, pursuant to Section 11.1 supra, the Issuing
Authority may revoke the Renewal License granted herein.
Section 11.4---TERMINATION
The termination of this Renewal License and the Licensee's
rights herein shall become effective upon the earliest to occur of:
(i) the revocation of the Renewal License by action of the Issuing
Authority, pursuant to Section 11.1 and 11.3 above;
abandonment of the Cable System,
(ii) the
Licensee without the express,
in whole or material part, by the
Authority;
prior approval of the Issuing
or (iii) the expiration of the term of this Renewal
License. In the event of any termination, the Town shall have all
of the rights provided in this Renewal License.
Section 11.5---NOTICE OF LEGAL ACTION
Except in an emergency situation, in the event that the Licensee
or the Issuing Authority intends to take legal action against the
other party for any reason, it shall first (i) give the other party
reasonable notice that an action will be filed, (ii) meet with the
other party promptly before it files any such'action, and (iii)
negotiate the issue, which is the subject of any proposed legal
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action, in good faith with the other
representative(s). party
and/or its
Section 11.6---NON-EXCLUSIVITY OF REMEDY
No decision by the Issuing Authority or the Town to invoke any
remedy under this Renewal License or under any statute, law or by-
law shall preclude the availability of any other such remedy.
Section 11.7 ---NO WAIVER-CUMULATIVE REMEDIES
(a) No failure on the part of the Issuing Authority, the Town or
the Licensee to exercise, and no delay in exercising, any right in
this Renewal License shall operate as a waiver thereof, nor shall
any single or partial exercise of any such right preclude any other
right, all subject to the conditions and limitations contained in
this Renewal License.
(b) The rights and remedies provided herein are cumulative and
not exclusive of any remedies provided by law, and nothing
contained in this Renewal License shall impair any of the rights of
the Town under applicable law, subject in each case to the terms
and conditions in this Renewal License.
(c) No waiver of, nor failure to exercise any right or remedy by
the Issuing Authority, Town or the Licensee at any one time shall
affect the exercise of such right or remedy or any other right or
remedy by the Town at any other time.
the Issuing Authority,
In order for any waiver of
shall be in writing.
Town or the Licensee to be effective, it
(d) The failure of the Issuing Authority or the Town to take any
action in the event of any breach by the Licensee shall not be
deemed or construed to constitute a waiver of or otherwise affect
the right of the Issuing Authority or the Town to take any action
permitted by this Renewal License at any other time in the event
that such breach has not been cured,
breach by the Licensee.
or with respect to any other
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ARTICLE 12
SUBSCRIBER RIGHTS AND CONSUMER PROTECTION
Section 12.1---CUSTOMER  SERVICE OFFICE
(a) Until March 24, 2002, the Licensee shall maintain, operate and staff a full-time
customer service office, within a radius of ten (10) miles from the corporate limits of the
Town, for the purpose of receiving customer payments and inquiries and Complaints and
equipment return/exchange, made in person, including without limitation, those regarding
billing, Service, installation, equipment malfunctions and answering general inquiries.
(i) Said customer service office shall be conveniently located and open for walk-in
business during normal business hours, as defined by 47 U.S.C. $76.309 (hereinafter referred
to as “Normal Business Hours”).
(ii) Said customer service office hours may be changed reasonably at the discretion of
the Licensee; provided, however, that (i) the Licensee shall give the Issuing Authority at
least thirty (30) days advance written notice of any such change(s) and (ii) the Licensee shall
take into account any possible concerns raised by the Issuing Authority regarding such
possible changes.
(b) From March 24, 2002 through the expiration of this Renewal License, the Licensee
shall either maintain a customer equipment return/exchange location within a radius of ten
(10) miles from the corporate limits of the Town, which location may be operated by a third
party, or the Licensee shall offer one or more equipment exchange options to Subscribers
in the Town. In the event that the Licensee does not plan to maintain a customer equipment
return/exchange location within a radius of ten (10) miles from the corporate limits of the
Town, but plans to offer equipment exchange options to Subscribers, the Licensee shall
provide the Issuing Authority with sixty (60) days advance, written notice of such fact and
which specific options will be offered to Burlington Subscribers. In such case, the Licensee
shaI1 offer one or more of the following equipment exchange options to Subscribers in the
Town:
(i) Subscribers may return/exchange equipment to said location and pick-up replacement
equipment the next business day, or have such exchanged equipment delivered to the
Subscriber’s home within three (3) days; and/or
(ii) Subscribers may return/exchange equipment to said location on a scheduled basis;
and/or
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(iii) Subscribkn may return/exchange
service technicia&  are expected to be in
by appointment when. the Licensee’s
Uch Subscriber’s area on other calls, and/or
I
(iv) Subscribers may return/exchange hquipment by using a pre-paid, insured overnight
mailer- provided by the Licensee
returned to the Subscriber by overnight
(v) Any cd/w equipment
Authority. i
i
Section 12.2--TPHONE  ACCESS
with exchanged equipment
acceptable to the Issuing
(a) The Licensee shall maintain suffici t customer service representatives to handle all.
Subscriber calls, png Normal
(b)  The Licer&ee’s  main customer se shall have a publicly listed toll-free
telephone numbkr for its required otherwise to be a local
telephone numbkr by
i
(c) Pursuant to 47 C.F.R. §76.309(c)(l under normal operating conditions, telephone
answer time by i customer representa
seconds when th& connection is made.
kluding wait time, shall not exceed thirty (30)
call needs to be transferred, transfer time shah
(30) seconds. These ards shall be met no less than ninety percent
under normal opera conditions,, measured on a quarterly basis.
(d) A Subscriier  shall receive a busy s less than three percent (3%) of -the time that
the Licensee’s customer service office is for business, pursuant to Section 12.1 above,
measured on a quarterly basis,
(e) The Licekee  shall not
measure complibce with the
record of compl$nts indicates
I
1
Section 12.3---AqrlSWERING  SERVICJI
perform surveys to
unless an. .historical
At all other &es than those listed
Renewal Licensk, the Licensee shall
Subscriber inqu+es, Complaints and
billing and other subscriber
Lkensee.  Said knswering
the entire term of this
a telephone answering service to handle
and provide proper referral regarding
after-hours calls shall be logged by the
all inquiries and/or Complaints to the
(ii) inform each Subscriber calling that
Customer Service Department for
each individual SubscrIber to
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Section 12.4--INSTALLATION VISITS-SERVICE CALLS-RESPONSE TIME
(a) The Licensee shall provide Cable Service(s) to Burlington residents who request
Service within seven (7) days of said request, provided that said request is for a standard
aerial installation.
(b) In arranging appointments for either installation visits or service calls, the Licensee
shall offer to the resident or Subscriber in advance a choice as to whether said installation
visit or service call will occur in the appointed morning, afternoon or, if applicable, evening
time blocks. Failure of the Licensee through its own fault to install cable or make the service
call as scheduled shall require the Licensee to offer automatically a priority cable installation
or service call to the affected resident or Subscriber at a time mutually agreeable to the
Licensee and said resident or Subscriber, but in no case later than three (3) days following
the initial installation or service call date, unless mutually agreed to otherwise by said
Subscriber and the Licensee. The Licensee shall promptly notify residents and Subscribers
in writing or by telephone of their right to a priority cable installation or service call in the
event that the Licensee fails to make such scheduled call(s).
(c) The Licensee shall make installation and service calls to its Subscribers during Normal
Business Hours. From time to time, the Licensee may change said service call hours to meet
Subscriber’s needs; provided, however, that the Licensee shall provide written notice to the
Issuing Authority of any and all such changes prior to any and all such changes as far in
advance as reasonably possible.
(d) The Licensee shall respond to all requests for service or repair that are received
during Normal Business Hours on a first-come, first serve basis. All of such requests shall
be handled on the same day, if possible, but in all instances, requests for service calls shall
be responded to within twenty-four (24) hours of said original call Monday-Friday.
Verification of the problem and resolution shall occur promptly.
(e) A Subscriber Complaint or request for service received after Normal Business Hours
shall be responded to the next business morning.
(f) The Licensee shall ensure that there are stand-by technicians on-call at all times after
Normal Business Hours. The answering service shall be required to notify the stand-by
technician(s) of (i) any emergency situations, (ii) an unusual number of calls and/or (iii) a
number of similar Complaint calls or a number of calls coming from the same area.
(g) System outages shall be responded to immediately, twenty-four (24) hours a day by
technical personnel. For purposes of this section, an outage shall be considered to occur
when three (3) or more calls are received from any one neighborhood, concerning such an
outage, or when the Licensee has reason to know of such an outage.
(h) The Licensee shall remove all Subscriber Drop Cables, within seven (7) days of
receiving a request from a Subscriber to do so.
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Section 12.5---FCC CUSTOMER SERVICE OBLIGATIONS
The Licensee shall comply with the FCC’s Customer Service Obligations, codified at 47
U.S.C. Section 76.309, as may be amended from time to time, which standards are attached
hereto, and made a part hereof, as Exhibit 10.
Section 12.6---BUSINESS PRACTICE STANDARDS
The Licensee shall provide the Issuing Authority, the Commission and all of its
Subscribers with the following information in accordance with 207 CMR 10.00 et seq.,
attached hereto as Exhibit 9, as the same may exist or be amended from time to time:
(i) Notification of its Billing Practices;
(ii) Notification of Services, Rates and Charges;
(iii) Equipment Notification;
(iv) Form of Bill
(v) Advance Billing, Issuance of Bilk;
(vi) Billing Due Dates, Delinquency, Late Charges and Termination of Service;
(vii) Charges for Disconnection or Downgrading of Senice;
(viii) Billing Disputes; and
(ix) Service Interruptions.
Section 12.7---COMPLAINT  RESOLUTION PROCEDURES
(a) The Licensee shall establish a procedure for resolution of CompIaints’by  Subscribers.
(b) Upon reasonable notice, the Licensee shall expeditiously investigate and resolve all
Complaints regarding the quality of Setice, equipment malfunctions and similar matters. In
the event that a Subscriber is aggrieved, the Issuing Authority or its designee(s) shall be
responsible for receiving and acting upon such Subscriber Complaints and/or inquiries, as
follows:
(i) Upon the written request of the Issuing Authority or its designee(s), the Licensee
shall, within ten (10) business days after receiving such request, send a written report to the
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Issuing Authority with respect to any Complaint. Such report shall provide a full explanation
of the investigation, finding and corrective steps taken by the Licensee.
(ii) Should a Subscriber have an unresolved Complaint regarding cable television
operations, the Subscriber shall be entitled to file his or her Complaint with the Issuing
Authority or its designee(s), who shall have primary responsibility for the continuing
administration of this Renewal License and the implementation of Complaint procedures.
The Subscriber shall thereafter meet jointly with the Issuing Authority or its designee(s) and
a representative of the Licensee, within thirty (30) days of the Subscriber’s filing of his or
her Complaint, in order to fully discuss and resolve such matter. The Licensee shall notify
each new Subscriber, at the time of initial installation of Cable Service, of the procedures
for reporting and resolving all of such Complaints, and annually to all Subscribers.
(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the Issuing Authority or its designee(s) determines
it to be in the public interest, the Issuing Authority or its designee(s) may investigate any
multiple Complaints or disputes brought by Subscribers arising from the operations of the
Licensee.
(d) In the event that the Issuing Authority or its designee(s) finds a pattern of multiple
unresolved Subscriber Complaints, the Issuing Authority or its designee(s) and the Licensee
shall discuss, in good faith, possible amendments to the Licensee’s procedures for the
resolution of Complaints.
Section 12.8---REMOTE  CONTROL DEVICES
The Licensee shall allow its Subscribers to purchase, from legal and authorized parties
other than the Licensee, own, utilize and program remote control devices which are
compatible with the Converter(s) provided by the Licensee. The Licensee takes no
responsibility for changes in its equipment which might make inoperable the remote control
devices acquired by Subscribers.
Section 12.9---EMPLOYEE  IDENTIFICATION CARDS
All of the Licensee’s employees entering upon private property, in connection with the
construction, installation, maintenance and/or operation of the Cable System, including
repair and sales personnel, shall be required to display at all times an employee
identification card issued by the Licensee and bearing a picture of said employee. If such
employee(s) is not wearing such a photo-identication card and, as a result, is not admitted
to a Subscriber’s home, such visit shall be deemed to be a missed service visit by the
Licensee.
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Section 12.10---PROTECTION  OF SUBSCRIBER PRIVACY
(a) The Licensee shall respect the rights of privacy of every Subscriber and/or User of the
Cable Television System and shall not violate such rights through the use of any device or
Signal associated with the Cable Television System, and as hereafter provided.
(b) The Licensee shall comply with all privacy provisions contained in this Article 12 and
all other applicable federal and State laws including, but not limited to, the provisions of
Section 631 of the Cable Act.
(c) The Licensee shall be responsible for carrying out and enforcing the Cable System’s
privacy policy, and shall at all times maintain adequate physical, technical and administrative
security safeguards to ensure that personal subscriber information is handled and protected
strictly in accordance with this policy.
(d) The Licensee shall notify all third parties who offer Cable Services in conjunction with
the Licensee, or independently over the Cable Television System, of the subscriber privacy
requirements contained in this Renewal License.
Section 12.1 l---PRIVACY WRITTEN NOTICE
At the time of entering into an agreement to provide any cable service or other service
to a Subscriber, and annually thereafter to all Cable System Subscribers, the Licensee shall
provide Subscribers with written notice, as required by Section 631(a)(l) of the Cable Act,
which, at a minimum, clearly and conspicuously explains the Licensee’s practices regarding
the collection, retention, uses, and dissemination of personal subscriber information, and
describing the Licensee’s policy for the protection of subscriber privacy.
Section 12.12---MONITORING
(a) Neither the Licensee nor its agents nor the Town nor its agents shall tap, monitor,
arrange for the tapping or monitoring, or permit any other Person to tap or monitor, any
cable, line, Signal, input device, or subscriber Outlet or receiver for any purpose, without the
prior written authorization of the affected Subscriber or User; provided, however, that the
Licensee may conduct systemwide or individually addressed “sweeps” solely for the purpose
of verifying System integrity, checking for illegal taps, controlling return-path transmission,
billing for pay Services or monitoring channel useage in a manner not inconsistent with the
Cable Act. The Licensee shall report to the affected parties and the Issuing Authority any
instances of monitoring or tapping of the Cable Television System, or any part thereof, of
which it has knowledge, whether or not such activity has been authorized by the Licensee.
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(b) The Licensee shall not record or retain any information transmitted between a
Subscriber or User and any third party, except as required for lawful business purposes. The
Licensee shall destroy all subscriber information of a personal nature when such information
is no longer necessary for the Licensee’s lawful business purposes, or as required by
applicable State and/or federal law(s).
Section 12.13---DISTRIBUTION OF SUBSCRIBER INFORMATION
The Licensee and its agents and/or employees shall not, without giving Subscribers an
opportunity to prevent disclosure, disclose to any third party data identifying or designating
any Subscriber either by name or address. Said opportunity to prevent disclosure shall be
provided to each Subscriber annually through a written notice. A Subscriber shall have the
right, at any time, to request the Licensee not to disclose to any third party data identifying
the Subscriber either by name or address and the Licensee shall abide by this request.
Section 12.14---POLLING  BY CABLE
No poll of a Subscriber or User shall be conducted or obtained, unless (i) the program
shall contain an explicit disclosure of the nature, purpose and prospective use of the results
of the poll, and (ii) the program has an informational, entertainment or educational function
which is self-evident. The Licensee or its agents shall release the results only in the aggregate
and without individual references.
Section 12.15--INFORMATION WITH RESPECT TO VIEWING HABITS
AND SUBSCRIPTION DECISIONS
Except as permitted by $631 of the Cable Act or pursuant to an order by a court, neither
the Licensee nor its agents nor its employees shall make available to any third party,
including the Town, information concerning the viewing habits or subscription package
decisions of any individual Subscriber.
Section 12.16---SUBSCRIBER’S  RIGHT TO INSPECT AND VERIFY INFORMATION
(a) The Licensee shall make available for inspection by a Subscriber at a reasonable time
and place all personal subscriber information that the Licensee maintains regarding said
Subscriber.
(b) A Subscriber may obtain from the Licensee a copy of any or all of the personal
subscriber information regarding him or her maintained by the Licensee. The Licensee may
require a reasonable fee for making said, copy.
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(c) A Subscriber or User may challenge the accuracy, completeness, retention, use or
dissemination of any item of personal subscriber information. Such challenges and related
inquiries about the handling of subscriber information shall be directed to the Licensee’s
General Manager. The Licensee shall change any such information upon a reasonable
showing by any Subscriber that such information is inaccurate.
Section 12.17---PRIVACY STANDARDS REVIEW
The Issuing Authority and the Licensee shall continually review this Article 12 to
determine that it effectively addresses appropriate concerns about privacy. This Article may
be amended periodically by agreement of the Issuing Authority and the Licensee.
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ARTICLE 13
REPORTS, AUDITS AND PERFORMANCE TESTS
Section 13.1---GENERAL
(a) Subject to paragraph (b) below, upon request of the Issuing Authority, the Licensee
shall promptly submit to the Town any information regarding the Licensee, its business and
operations, and/or any Affiliated Person, with respect to the Cable System, in such form and
containing such detail as may be reasonably specified by the Town pertaining to the subject
matter of this Renewal License which may be reasonably required to establish the Licensee’s
compliance with its obligations pursuant to this Renewal License.
(b) If the Licensee believes that the documentation requested by the Issuing Authority
involves proprietary information, then the Licensee shall confer with the Town Counsel for
a determination of the validity of the Licensee’s claim of a proprietary interest.
Section 13.2---FINANCIAL REPORTS
No later than one hundred twenty (120) days after the end of the Licensee’s fiscal year,
the Licensee shall furnish the Issuing Authority and/or its designee(s) with the following:
(a) A sworn statement of the Licensee’s Gross Annual Revenues, as defined by Section
1.1(24) supra, for the Burlington Cable System, including specific information regarding,
among other things, each of the following: Subscriber installation revenues, regular
Subscriber revenues, Premium and Pay-Per-View Subscriber revenues, other Subscriber
revenues, advertising revenues and other revenues for the provision of cable services;
(b) A financial balance sheet (Commission Form 200) and statement of ownership; and
(c) Any other reports required by applicable State and/or federal law.
Section 13.3---CABLE SYSTEM INFORMATION
Upon request, the Licensee shall file annually with the Issuing Authority a statistical
summary of the operations of the Cable System. Said report shall include, but not be limited
to, (i) the number of Basic Service and Pay Cable Subscribers, (ii) the number of dwelling
units passed and (iii) the number of Cable System plant miles completed.
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Section 13.4---IN-HOUSE TELEPHONE REPORTS
To establish the Licensee’s compliance with Section 12.2 and Section 12.5 herein, the
Licensee shall provide, upon the request of the Issuing Authority, with a report of telephone
traffic generated from an in-house automated call accounting or call tracking system.
Section 13.5--INDMDUAL  COMPLAINT REPORTS
The Licensee shall, within ten (10) business days after receiving a written request from the
Town, send a written report to the Issuing Authority with respect to any complaint. Such
report shall provide a full explanation of the investigation, finding(s) and corrective steps
taken.
Section 13.6---ANNUAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
Upon request, the Licensee shall provide copies of performance tests to the Issuing
Authority in accordance with FCC regulations, as set out in 47 C.F.R. $76.601 et seq.
Section 13 .‘7---QUALITY OF SERVICE
Where there exists evidence which, in the reasonable judgment of the Issuing Authority,
casts doubt upon the reliability or technical quality of Cable Service(s), the Issuing Authority
shall cite specific facts which casts such doubt(s), in a notice to the Licensee. The Licensee
shall submit a written report to the Issuing Authority, within thirty (30) days of receipt of any
such notice from the Issuing Authority, setting forth in detail its explanation of the
problem(s).
Section 13%-DUAL  FILINGS
(a) If requested, the Licensee shall make available to the Town at the Licensee’s expense,
copies of any petitions or communications with any State or federal agency or commission
pertaining to any material aspect of the Cable System operation hereunder.
(b) In the event that either the Issuing Authority or the Licensee requests from any State
or federal agency or commission a waiver or advisory opinion, it shall immediately notify the
other party in writing of said request, petition or waiver.
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Section 13.P--INVESTIGATION
The Licensee and any Person(s) and/or entity subject to its control shall cooperate fully
and faithfully with any lawful investigation, audit or inquiry conducted by a Town
governmental agency; provided, however, that any such investigation, audit or inquiry is for
the purpose of establishing the Licensee’s compliance with its obligations pursuant to this
Renewal License. The Licensee shall also make good faith efforts to secure the cooperation
of any other Affiliated Person(s) in any such lawful investigation, audit or inquiry.
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ARTICLE 14
EMPLOYMENT
Section 14.1---EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
The Licensee shall be an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action EmpIoyer adhering to all
federal, State and/or local laws and regulations. Pursuant to 47 CFR 76.311 and other
applicable regulations of the FCC, the Licensee shall file an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
Action Program with the FCC and otherwise comply with all FCC regulations with respect
to Equal Employment/Affirmative Action Opportunities.
Section 14.2---NON-DISCRIMINATION
The Licensee shall adhere to all federal and State laws prohibiting discrimination in
employment practices.
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ARTICLE 15
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
Section 15.1---ENTIRE AGREEMENT
This instrument contains the entire agreement between the parties, supercedes all prior
agreements or proposals except as specifically incorporated herein, and cannot be changed
orally but only by an instrument in writing executed by the parties.
Section 15.2---CAPTIONS
The captions to sections throughout this Renewal License are intended solely to facilitate
reading and reference to the sections and provisions of the Renewal License. Such captions
shall not affect the meaning or interpretation of the Renewal License.
Section 15.3---SEPARABILITY
If any section, sentence, paragraph, term or provision of this Renewal License is
determined to be illegal, invalid or unconstitutional, by any court of competent jurisdiction
or by any State or federal regulatory agency having jurisdiction thereof, such determination
shall have no effect on the validity of any other section, sentence, paragraph, term or
provision hereof, all of which shall remain in full force and effect for the term of this
Renewal License.
Section 15.4---ACTS OR OMISSIONS OF AFFILIATES
During the term of this Renewal License, the Licensee shall be liable for the acts or
omission of its Affiliates while such Affiliates are involved directly or indirectly in the
construction, installation, maintenance or operation of the Cable System as if the acts or
omissions of such Affiliates were the acts or omissions of the Licensee.
Section 15.5---RENEWAL LICENSE EXHIBITS
The Exhibits to this Renewal License, attached hereto, and all portions thereof, are
incorporated herein by this reference and expressly made a part of this Renewal License,
unless such Exhibits are noted for informational purposes only.
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Section 15.GWARRANTIES
The Licensee warrants, represents and acknowledges that, as of the Effective Date of this
Renewal License:
(i) The Licensee is duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws
of the State;
(ii) The Licensee has the requisite power and authority under applicable law and its
by-laws and articles of incorporation and/or other organizational documents, is authorized
by resolutions of its Board of Directors or other governing body, and has secured all
consents which are required to be obtained as of the Execution Date of this Renewal
License, to enter into and legally bind the Licensee to this Renewal License and to take all
actions necessary to perform all of its obligations pursuant to this Renewal License;
Section 15.7---FORCE  MAJEURE
If by reason of force majeure either party is unable in whole or in part to carry out its
obligations hereunder, said party shall not be deemed in violation or default during the
continuance of such inability. The term “force majeure” as used herein shall mean the
following: acts of God; acts of public enemies; orders of any kind of the government of the
United States of America or of the State or any of their departments, agencies, political
subdivision, or officials, or any civil or military authority; insurrections; riots; epidemics;
landslides; lightening; earthquakes; fires; hurricanes; volcanic activity; storms; floods;
washouts; droughts; civil disturbances; explosions; strikes; unavailability of essential
equipment, services and/or materials beyond the control of the Licensee; and any other
matters beyond the reasonable control of the Licensee.
Section 15.8---REMOVAL OF AXI’ENNAS
The Licensee shall not remove any television antenna of any Subscriber but shall offer to
said Subscriber an adequate switching device (“A/B Switch”) to allow said Subscriber to
choose between cable and non-cable television reception.
Section 15.9---SUBSCRIBER  TELEVISION SETS
The Licensee shall not engage directly or indirectly in the business of selling or repairing
television or radio sets; provided, however, that the Licensee may make adjustments to
television sets in the course of normal maintenance.
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Section X10---APPLICABILITY  OF RENEWAL LICENSE
All of the provisions in this Renewal License shall apply to the Town, the Licensee, and
their respective successors and assignees.
Section 15.1 l---NOTICES
(a) Every notice to be served upon the Issuing Authority shall be delivered, or sent by
certified mail (postage prepaid) to the Board of Selectmen, Town Hall, Burlington,
Massachusetts 01803, or such other address as the Issuing Authority may specify in writing
to the Licensee, with a copy of such notice to the Town Counsel. The delivery shall be
equivalent to direct personal notice, direction or order, and shall be deemed to have been
given at the time of mailing.
(b) Every notice served upon the Licensee shall be delivered or sent by certified mail
(postage prepaid) to the Director of Government Affairs, MediaOne of Massachusetts, Inc.,
6 Campanelli Drive, Andover, Massachusetts 01810-1095, or such other address as the
Licensee may specify in writing to the Issuing Authority, with a copy of such notice to the
Licensee’s Legal Department at the same address. The delivery shall be equivalent to direct
personal notice, direction or order, and shall be deemed to have been given at the time of
mailing.
(c) Whenever notice of any public hearing relating to the Cable System is required by law
or regulation, the Issuing Authority shall publish notice of the same, sufficient to identify its
time, place and purpose, as may be required.
(d) The Licensee shall also identify hearing(s) by periodic announcement on a Local
Origination channel, if one is programmed, for five (5) consecutive days during each such
week. Such notice shall also state the purpose of the hearing, the location of the hearing and
the availability of relevant written information.
(e) Subject to subsection (c) above, all required notices shall be in writing.
Section 15.12---NO RECOURSE AGAINST THE ISSUING AUTHORITY
Pursuant to Section 635A(a) of the Cable Act, the Licensee shall have no recourse against
the Issuing Authority, the Town and/or its officials, boards, commissions, committees, agents
or employees other than injunctive relief or declaratory relief, arising from the regulation
of cable service or from a decision of approval or disapproval with respect to a grant,
renewal, transfer, or amendment of this Renewal License.
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Section X.13---TOWN’S  RIGHT OF INTERVENTION
The Town hereby reserves the right, as authorized by applicable law and/or regulation,
to intervene in any suit, action or proceeding involving this Renewal License, or any
provision in this Renewal License; provided, however, that this section shall not restrict the
right of the Licensee to oppose such intervention, pursuant to applicable law.
Section X.14---TERM
All obligations of the Licensee and the Issuing Authority set forth in the Renewal License
shall commence upon the Effective Date of this Renewal License and shall continue for the
term of the Renewal License, except as expressly provided for otherwise herein.
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E X H I B I T S
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EXHIBIT 1
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS REGULATIONS
{See Attached}
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TOW OF BUaCINGTON
{OFION LINES (ABOVE OR BELOW GROUNU
APPLICABLE RJ7GUJ,ATIONS
.Construction ReguIatlons
Construction of transmission lines is subject to Massachusetts General Law, Chapter 166,
Section 22, which grants the authority to the Board of Selectmen and describes the procedure for
petitioning the Board of Selectmen to construct said lines. A public hearing is held on the
petition after which the Board of Selectmen may grant permission subject to conditions as
applicable to the particular petition.
No person shall break or dig up any part of a street or remove nny earth or gravel therefrom,
without first obtaining a petit from the Board of Selectmen.(Town of Burlington General
ByLaws, Article XIII, Sections 1.1,1.2,1.3)
Public Safe&-  Regulations
During construction or maintenance work on any street there shall be police officers to direct
traffic as the Police Chief deems necessary. The compensation of the officers shall be the
responsibility of the party doing the work. (Town of Burlington General ByLaws, Article
XIII, Section 1.3)
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EXHIBIT 2
INSTITUTIONAL NETWORK BUILDINGS
Pursuant to Section 3.2, the Licensee shall provide I-Net Drops
and/or Outlets at the following locations, without charge to the
Town:
{See Attached}
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7TIONAT. NETWORK RUII,nINGS
BY I’WRITY
Facilities designated with ‘(P)’ are priority and should have drops, immediately upon colnplerio11
of the I-NET.
Facilities designated with ‘(S)’ are of lower priority; drops can be insraIled up011 request  by Ihe
Town of Burlington.
L5!hQls
Fox Hill - 252 Fox Hill (P) J”
?vleadowbrook - 3 McGinnis Drive (P>/
Pine Glen - 4 Pine Glen Way (P) i
High School - 123 Cambridge Street (Py’
Marshall Sirnonds - 114  Winn St (P)J
Memorial - 119 Winn Street (P)J
Francis Wyman - 31 Terrace Hall Ave. (P) C/
Facilities
Town Hall - 29 Center Street(Pjt ’ IMain Fire Station - 21 Center Street (P)d
Annex - 25 Center Street(P): ’
Police Station - 45 Center (PjJ
Library - 22 Sears St. (P) 1
Human ‘Services - 61 Center Street (PI/
Sub Fire Station - 1 I Terrace Hall +ve (PdTown Common (P) J . \
Cemetay - 52 Bedford Street(S) J
Kec Garage - 1 Edgemere Ave. (S)<q
\V’nter  Treatment
171 Vfiddleses St. (P) /
\i’ater Duw
36 Terrace Hall (S)’
28 Sandy Brook (S)J’
171 hliddlesex St. (S) I/
Sewer Pumps
112 Terrace Hall Ave. (S)J
152 Bedford St. (S) .J
26X  Francis Wyman Rd. (Sf
3UA Westwood (S) .;
24 Townline  Rd. (S)J
44 Keans Rd. (S) ,’
12 Palxidge  Ln (S),
27 Blanchard Rd. (S) I
72 Center St. (S)
Simonds Park - 10 Bedford St. (S) JLzl
Wildwood - 116  Bedford Street (S)r/
70 Winter St. (S) J
34 Wyman St. (S) -
132 Lexington St. (S)y
Shawsheen Pump $3 Biilcrica  (S) d.’
29 Douglas Ave (S) L-
87 Wilmington Rd. (S);
9A Brookside Ln. (Sk
8 Lucaya Circle (S) 7”
12 Grandview Ave. (S)“”
134 Lexington St. (S)L
134 Belmont (S) W’
69A Cambridge St. (S) /’
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EXHIBIT 3
I-NET HUB SPECIFICATIONS
{See Attached}
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EXHIBIT 3
Institutional Network Hub Specifications
The Institutional hub is a mini-headend Iocated  within the community  to process video,
audio, and data services  at the local level. The hub will be located in a town building,
school or other location designated by the community. This hub location will also scTve
as a backbone connection linking the MediaOne master headend  facility to process
video,  audio and data services to destinations outside the local community. The
community will be responsible to provide adequate space, electrical powering,
ventilation, secwity,  and reasonable access for cabling and maintenance. The
equipment used in an I-Net hub u-rll vary depending on license commitments and
contractual obhgations with the community.
I-Net Hub PhysicaI  Space Aad Electrical Requirements:
1.
2.
3
4.
5.
6.
Provide sufficient space to accommodate one or more racks of equipment measuring
appmhately  70’ tall, 26” wide and 30’ deep. Thrs  includes front and rear access
to the rack with 24” doors. The exact number of racks is determined from final
design and depends on the equipment requirements of a particular community to
fulfill the franchise obkgation.
Electrical outlet will be a separate 20 amp service from a circuit breaker panel to
each equipment rack(sJ  using  a MIMA LS-20  twist lock connector or equivalent.
Equipment location will require ventilation and/or air conditioning to maintain a
reasonably consistent operatmg  environment. The temperature should be
consistent within an operating range of 60 to 80 degrees.
Equipment will be located in a secure area with access limited to mutually agreed
upon town designated personal and MediaOne  technicians .
Access to equipment will be needed by designated MediaOne  employees for
installation. repair and maintenance during and after normal  business hours.
A pathway through the building from the designated I-Net hub equipment room
iocation to the outside cable plant WU be necessary to route fiber optic cable and
hard-line coax for signal distribution.
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EXHIBIT 4
I-NET UTILIZATION AND SERVICE PROGRAM
{See Attached)
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EXHIBIT 4
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7
The Licensee shall maintain an I-Net as prescribed by 'CC
Rules and Regulations, 47 C.F.R. 76.
The Licensee Shall determine and assign the transmit and
receive frequencies for all I-Net users, and advise the
Issuing Authority of such frequencies in writing.
The Licensee shall determine and design the correct signa
strength levels necessary at each location identified in
Exhibit 2 of this Renewal License.
The Town may install its -preferred equipment, provided,
however, the data equipment to be used has been pre-apprc-zed
by Licensee in advance of the connection to the I-Net, which
pre- approval shall not be unreasonably denied. Pre-purckase
approval is recommended.
The Town shall designate a certified, experienced data
communications professional (ex., MIS/W manager, netwcrk
engineer, consultant, etc.). This person shall be responsible
and accountable to the Town for, among other things, ‘;a--
setup and ongoing operations of LAN to LAN connectivity over
the I-Net.
The Licensee's role in supporting free data transmissicn shall
be limited to the minimum services outlined a'boY.T=_. ?_e
Licensee may charge the Town for all service calls noz relarsd
to the radio frequency performance of the I-Net, incl~:d,ing
adds, moves or system changes. Changes shall be billed 22 a
time and material basis.
Any user who causes interference of renders the I-Net sysz?m
ineffective shall be notified and disconnected by the I-icens?e
after prior consultation with the Issuing Authority and prior
notice to any such user.
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EXHIBIT 5
THE LICENSEE'S RATES AND CHARGES
{See Attached}
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EXHIBIT 5
Continental
Cablevision’
-:,: -
-Hard. 1337
Dezr  Catomer,
We will be raising  monthly rates for convener boxes, remove
ctxxrols  ;ind xlea muld+enice  p&ages.  N the same dme  we
wil[ be decrr~ing  r_he  rxes for ins&arlon  and wvice  vlsi~s,
efhzaive  in your .May  billing p&xi
. .
~en~u/ryese~~doachnngesin~coas~oli~
buying, rcpauing  and IT&I-I&~  the ublc converrrr  boxes and
rtzmotti. The  new equipment aud service  LWS a-e ti ztccor-
dance  wifli feded a.e ~~TJU.&O~IS.
W 31e cornmined  10 prkling  you wirh  flcepdonal  5enlce. We
gwwxe  rhea ow technicians  znd intiers MII be on&e for
yur hailanon  uld senice  appohxmerus.  If we are he, ihc
innalltion is he or you ui?l be creclked  520 for he missed
kxxcc 3.pyoinunent
PIaGe remember it a ublc service problem is related  to our
eqiJQmta[  or able sign3l,  Ihr xrvice  vi&  Is free
P!cw r&r  :o t!x nle schedule  that  has been  protided  wicb ti
notice. Lf you have  iwy quejtions,  pleve conlscc  your local
customer saice o&r.
SLlcere2y yws,
Equipment & JnstallationlSavice Charges
Cumnr
Itale
tile Box . . . . . . .._..._____.._............  ~ . . . . . . . . . . _.._ . .._... S 2.09
Remote Conuol................. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 28
Service  Frotecdon  Plzn . . . . ..___..__.  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S .g9
!gJ&g&YISERvl~
9 bidal Home Utilti~n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _._  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53’7.21
~.Wivaion  of Prwired  $zrvice  _......................  529.7
Acdvtion  ol Rewired  Additional  Oudet/
lniti Home La&uion  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12.33
Acfivtion of Prolwed  tididonal  Ouder/
Sepaxe Home Msi~ . . ..__............................... $29.7;
Addiriouat OudeUniual  Home lns&uion .._  529.7
Addidocal  OudevSep~~e  Home  %slr  . . . .._..... S37.2  1
.Uiwion of Prruired  Service IO
ApartrnenKondominwm  LM..................,... X2.33
VCR ConnecnolvZnillal  Home lnst&uion  . . . . Slt.#
VCR ConnecnorvZcpzr~~e  Home KSII ._..._......  S27.33
Actf~Qon ofSenice fo Gverduc.4ccounts.....  Sl j.W
Change  of &Ace  (Requiring Home ~isif)..... 522.33
Change of Senice  (SOI  Requiring Home Vii0  $ 1.99
l Home &MU Sisx (per hour) . . . . .._....._.___.... S+i,Gj
- Xon-Sundxd  bid-xi  tiame ~~~dlsnon . .._.....  S~T.ZI
Customized Home  Lwutiou (per hour) ..__ S&+.Bj
~Home.~pliE&Inid;J  Home L~~sdlsrion......  f72. j3
l Home .JmpliEetipuae  Home Vtil . . . . . . . . . . . Sj2.26
Unreturned or Dam-aged  C&e 80s  . . . . . . . (UP  cn) S? 50.00
Uu-eturned  o~‘hrrqwi Remote  Conuol.._~~p 10) S Z j.OO
IVR SIvirch  Equipmcm  RJrchae  . . . . .._..._......... 5 10.00
Home  .tipltier Equipment Pur&se  . . . . . . . . . . . s W. jO
Reamed  Check Fee . . . . . . . . . . .._....  __ . . . . . . . . .._...__. $ 18.00
lzc Fee (on  overdue  account balance)  ,....._... jX
‘hmyQyk&‘r
. . '.EXHIBIT 5 (.Cont.)
Mediaone-Rates for Burlington, Stoneham &-L Wilmington
-_.,_.
‘.
Bade BroPdesl cpblc  I Cable 11 slandard
Burlfngmn t 7.03 $ 3.15 $17.87 S28.05 : :
srollehamt s 7.89' sta2 $1632 $ 2 6 . 9 3
WIhlillgiDCI s 7.03 $ 3.16 $18.59 m-78.
‘Imu&  I1.U hhch&  r&cd  co&
H&J. HBOZ, HW3..  . .  .  SlLY5 The Dlrney  C h a n n e l . . . . 29.95
Cinemas . . . . . . .._... ,. $11.95 Tl~tMovlcQYlwl......  . . . . $11.95
Showurnc .,.$ll.Y5 x%N  . . . . . . . . . . . . .t9.3s
Special dlscounrr  mq apply wirrh  2 or man:  premu~.  ask your cvlomcr  wW.e
rrpresenuuw  for devils.
- zv2YCd  ml trcn:i*mr 00 all K’v mnYma
ill Premium Pack’ For Only  S3.95
n Select Pack+ F o r  only  $ 9 . 9 5
5 Pay-Per-View
WWL3 . . . . . _. _. . .s 3.95iMoric
.&iulC  Pay.Per.Gcv  .  .  .  .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*....... 1 6.9SAbourbIxk
. Pq-Per.Vler  Movie Club (.c~~~*@wIIw~~u~E~I  . .S .95
hlls ,,,.............,...,...,,............I.., .m4 seP;rrrrdy
5 A la carte Pricing’ ;.WcrChoice. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s 3 . 9 5
%M  Channel, The Kiatory  Ctunnd  Dnvo.  Cowl!  Ccnu-A,  Canouu  _wwxk
DINovier  and Uaxslc Spom  Sework
ChywdrIlrcsfle  .._._.....,,.,,............,  ..,..  S ,Yj 1
&i-Fl  Channel  annw  be purckcad  ,epat-uly)
Sm+uidra  (finc  irl only) . . I 1 . 9 5
smaA=ord
onu4nwpu~.................................S1~.9S I
orarUvnuonofJj.95~dmonthly  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 .35
Movie Value ..,,...,_,...,...,......................_.,... $1895 .
tlB0,  HBOZ. HBO3. &emu SW-Z!  It Encore
P Cnldc  . . , . . S 3.41/uo
-spccr4I  cnnrcnrr rqulpnwc mry  k nqulred
a Monthly Equipment,
Installation &z Setice  CaUs
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EXBIBIT 6
PROGRAMMING AND INITIAL SIGNAL CARRIAGE
The Licensee shall provide the following broad categories of
programming:
+ News Programming;
+ Sports Programming;
+ Public Affairs Programming;
+ Children's Programming;
+ Entertainment Programming;
+ Foreign Language Programming; and
+ Local Programming.
For informational purposes, it is the Licensee's intention to
have the following channel line-up upon the Effective Date of the
Renewal License, subject to applicable law and the Licensee's
editorial discretion.
(See Attached}
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EXHIBIT 7
VIDEO CABSETTE RECORDER (VCR) POLICIES AND OPTIONS
(See Attached)
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Troubleshooting Guide
- --aJI*r-y?;-r~-r-
. m-  i’ -‘.-.-
; Many TV problems have rela-
tively simple solutions which
don’t require a costly sen’lce call.
Before you call for service. follow
this easy troubleshootin< yide.
If you have no sound...
l Check volume settmg  on
converter box, television,
or stereo.
l Press “mute” setting
on converter, televiwn.
or stereo remote.
l Be sure the cables are
properly connected.
l Check your Second .iudio
Program (SAP) feature on
your television and \‘CR.
to restore jounil, turn SAP
feature OFF
If you have no picture...
l Is the set on dnd tuned
to Channel 3’?
l Is the converrer box on?
l Is the TV set phyed into
the converter box?
l Is the converrer box piuoged
into a live electrical cut7et!
* Does a wall switch control
the outlet! Is it on:
l Do you need to replace the
battery in the remote
control unicl
\
If you need fine tuning...
* Check that vour TV LS
on Channel’3’.
l If your set is equipped with
an automatic tine-tunin<_
(AFT)  control, turn it ott.
* Select Channel 3’on  converter.
l Adjust the fine-tuning  control
on your TV set for the best
p&e, then return rhe AFT
control to the “on” position.
Please call your
TV repair service if
the following applies:
* KO  sound on all channels,
but picture is good.
(Be sure mute button is off.)
l Picture too small.
* Elongated picture.
l Horzontal  bar across screen
xlch no picture.
Please call your local
MediaOne office if the
following applies:
l White or tinted screen.
l Picture snowy with no sound
* Straght or \vavy lines
iTn_  tine-runing procedures.)
l U’eak picture.
l Ghosts or double images.
l ‘Si’mdsh~eld wiper effect.
Your VCR
and Cable Hook Up
There are manv ways to
hook-up your VCR. The one
thz’s right for you depends
on how you want  to use your
VCR. (Remember, all channel
selections are made through
the converter. Be sure it’s
on and set for rhe channel you
want to record. It is not neces-
sary for your TV to be on.)
VCR recording  of same  channel being viewed
and evenf  program&g while not uaching
Record  an” channel  while  watching
wcrambled  channels onlv
CABLE IN
Record  unscrambled channels only
while  watching any channel
CABLE  IN 1
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EXHIBIT 8
FREE DROPB AND MONTHY SERVICE
TO PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND SCHOOLS
The following public buildings and schools shall receive the
following Drops and/or Outlets and monthly Service at no charge:
(See Attached)
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Burlineton Facilities
Schools U3)
Fox Hill School - 252 FOX Hill Pine Glen School - 4 Pine Glen Way
Wildwood  School - 116 Bedford St Meadowbrook School - 3 McGinnis Dr
-Marshall Simonds School - 114 Winn St High School - 123 Cambridge St.
Memorial School - 119 Winn St Francis Wyman - 4 1 Terrace Hall Ave.
Facilities t 11)
Town Hall - 29 Center
Annex - 25 Center
Police - 45 Center
Sub Fire - 113 Terrace Hall
Cemetary - 52 Bedford
Ret Garage - 1 Edgemere
Main Fire - 21 Center
Library - 22 Sears St.
Human Service - 61 Center
Towa Compon
Simonds Park - 10 Bedford St.
Water Treatment (21
17 1 Middlcscx St. 70 Winter St.
Water PumPs (6)
46 Terrace Hall
28 Sandy Brook
17 1 Middlesex  St.
34 Wyman St.
132 Lexington St.
Shawshecn Pump @ Bellerica???
Sewer Pumus 114)
112 Terrace Hall Ave.
152 Bedford St.
26A Francis Wyman Rd.
3 OA Westwood
24 Townline  Rd.
44 Keans Rd.
I2 Partridge Ln
29 Douglas Ave
87 Wilmington Rd.
9A Brookside Ln.
8 Lucnya Circle
12 Grandview Ave.
134 Lexington St.
134 Belmont
Standtkes (3)
27 Blanchard Rd.
72 Center St.
69A Cambridge St.
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EXHIBIT 9
207 CMR 10.00
{See Attached)
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10.01:
10.02
10.03:
10.04:
1025:
10.06:
10.07:
10.08:
10.09:
10.10:
Nod&xion of Biihg  P~SC;,CZS
Nc&aion of Stic:s. Facts and charges
Equipment ~otificxion
Form of Bill
Mv;mc 3-Ui_q md !ssuzx: of 3iiIs
BiUing Due DUES. D&qu:c.cf.  LIZ Charges  and Termirudon  of Service
Charges  for Disconxction  or Dowc$@ing  of Serrce
Billing Dixputts
S&c:  xnurrupdons
Waiva
10.01: Notidudon of 9iIlinz ?~1c5ces
.
(1) Every c3blc  te!cvision  opmtcr  sbaU  notify each of iu substibex.  in wridng, of its
bfig ptices.  ne no&:  shall  descziii the opcxcr’s  bilI.ing  pradces  inc!uding  but not
&n&d.;o  the foilowing: ~?eeuexy of billing, drr.e  periods upon which biE.ng  is based.
advanc: billing FmtiCeS.  WC&’ d?atit reqire  . .._.W-X$.  Ch3rges  a n d  pOliCiCS  for kc
payments or rerurzcd  checks. paText rc+.rcmcXs  nc,_--ssq  to avoid ac:ount  dclinquccy.
meon of sc?icz proc-_‘Izzs. poGci:s  re!ating to the &zing of posdng  of payrrxt1
avaiiability of C,-+s or rekar=~  for SF&Z:  intcmpdons.  pay-yer-view biUing  proc&z_=s.
pmcedurcs to be  fcllowed -2Y rqxs:  se%z:  dc!crions  inc!uding  tic node: p&cd  a subs&be:
musr  give  :o avoid li3biEp far xch scvicr  and procedures ;o be followed in L!C evex of
a billing dispu?~
(2) The c3blc  L.--‘vision o~cxcr  shail g i v e  nodcc of its bi.&g prscdcr  IO porrzti3i
subwr;bcs  b&or=  3 subs+ den a~:zxx is rexh&.
(3) A copy of 5: c3bic e!:vision  opexor’s  biiIing ~rxzices  no&:. work arc!::  and sax@:
subsc;iixr  biIl sh3l.l  be .5& by &ixc.i 15th of uch ye= with r.hc Csmrnission.  th: isxing
auhoriry, and dlc col7.~kly’S  icrC3I Of%=. whcr= they shall  k available for pubiic inspe&on.
If an opcxator  a.rxnds its bil.ling  pr3&c:s  node:, work order or subs&be:  bill afx
submit&g the ar~lnd tig. it L*.ti .;il- _- copies of tic amcndnxnu w-i?&  tie Cor;missicn.  the
issuing authoriry  and t’.c czrz;~~y’s  Ioci oEc:.
(0) 30 days prier to i~~,i-...~..* ----zing  a change  of one of  irs btig prac-tc:s,  the cable
&vision opezor  sh3U no&y in w-E&g tic Corrzission. the issuing authority  and a.U
affcczd  subxibczs  of t+c c53.ngc 3nd  in&de  a destipdon of the c,+,yl@  prxtic:.
(5) Scx.ezer~ts about  biL?ing  p~~tices  in work ordcs. markctig. matials and orhcr
dcctuncnn  shall bc consisicx aith the billing pndc:s  notic:.
10.02: Nodfic3don of Services. Rsrcs and Charges
(I) Every ubIe u!cvision  opmtor  shall provide full disc!osum  to uch of its subscri’txrs.
in writing.  of all its pmvtig  tics and IaLes.
C_) Every cable tc!ckion opmtor shall provide full ‘disc!osJrc to uch of its sxbstimrs.
in writing  o f  i t s  cSarpcs f o r  ins=tIladon, disconncrion. downgndcs and upgrades.
reconnection. addidonaI  audets.  and rcxa.l.  purc!~aw  andfor rqlac:mcnt  due to dvnagc  or
their  of quipmcnr or dcvic:s used in rc!ation  to ublc scruic=t.
(3) Eye.7 c3ble  tc!cvisicn  opcnccr sh3lI  notify ccb  of its subscribez  in wtitig,  of the
chugc. if my, for scrdic: visi*&  and under  wh3t  &~cx~-;ur~:s  su& charge &I be imposed.
l2fll93 207 CMR - 101
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( 4 )  TX crtblc  t,.,*~-vision occrrtar  shall  give nodcc of irzj serAc:s. rJxs  3nd chzu~cs  co
poun&l  ~ub~cr;,bcrs  b&arc ; s~bti?don  3pc:mcnr  is rucbcd.
(5) 20 days prior :o im@cmenj?g  an incrust  in one of in mcs or charges or J substrtndnl
change in the nuiiixr  or rype of in-a gramming  scvicn.  the opzrutor shalI nodfy. in widr.3.
the Corrmissicc.  ‘he iss;lilg  surftorirj  and LU affec-xd subkbers  of the cbmgc and indudc
a dcskadon  of the in& nt.e or charge. TIC notic: ,xll list the old and ncv~  rxe or
charge and.  if appikxbic  the oId and new programming sc?liczs provided.
(6) A copy of the ubic  apcrtrcr’s progxunming scrvic:s.  rates  and charges shnll  be filed
by March 15th of cscS yar arim the Commission, the issuing authority and the company’s
local a&: where it shall be mad: a=i.Iabie for public we&on.  If an opcrxar  amends its
notice afrr *be annti Sling.  it shd Sk a copy of the amcndmcnt  with the Carrmission. the
issuing whoriry and tic company’s loul officr
.(i) Nezxivc Cadon  Siilinz.  A abk opcatnr  shall not charge a subscriber for 3r1y  service
or qui~ment  that the sub&k has not affxrmadvdy  rquestt  by name.  This provision.
howeve?.  shall not prc=!udc  ‘he lddidon  or dc!cdon  of a spcC;,ic  program  f5um a tic:
off&q,  the akiiticn or d&c5 on of s@iEc c.hanncfs  Dam  3n ti;,?g de: of service.  or the
rcxxxr~g  or divisicn  of kstig tics of SC& that da ncr result  in a fundamcnul  c.hanga
in the n3rJrc  of 531 :tis-”-.g stic: or tier of wrvice pmvi&  that such change is adxrtise
consktnr  w-i5  3&ic3blc rc#azions.  A sub&b&s  kiiur: co refuse a cable opcxor’s
propose!  to Frovidc  xc:1 se3ice  or qui~mcnr  is nor 3n 3Ekn2tivc  rco_ucS for s&c: or
quipmcx A s~bsc2er’s  aiiatvc rqucst  for scrvic: cr q&mcnt  may be .madc  om!Iy
or nt wr,ung.
.10.03:  Enuiume;?:  Yod?cndan
(1) Every c3idc te!:vision oFc_tcr  sLhal! Trovidc  :3ch of its subscribers M xtiomcx node=,. _
in WI-&g. -EC nadcz shall:
( a )  dcscr_x he fwtion of oFcxor-su@i&  cati~rxnt  a n d  irs  inuracSon wir.!~
ccnsnmc:+wncd qui;rzs?t  inc!zding  but  not ti&l to rcnoe control unin. &‘B
r;i~~Scs,  canvczzs.  p~rcxzJ canmA dcvic:s  and vi&a czssc~e recardcs:
(b )  dcscr;,‘oc  problems.  i f  any. asscciaud wit;1 the intntion of apczor-su@kl
cqiyxnt wir.S consume-owed  &ipment inc!uding  bcr not lkn.iti  to sirzladons  whet
the ux of apcztcr-su@ed qzii~mcnr  is inqmpadbic  wit? 5: use of consumer-ownd
U~‘AI~mCX
~2 the  ckxu=n=  undc  which iz is ncress~~f  -9 use a se?zxe  converttc
ii; dcscribc the opcasr’s  policies reguding  ownership of and liabiiiry  for
opczxcr-s~pl.i& :quiprrrr~~  kc!uding  but not !imkd  to. kc conditions under  whicir  rhc
qu$m:x  may be !usd or soId TV subscribers, and pokies  rcIated  to damaged. stolen
or losr opcztor-suppki  quipmenf  and
(e) infor;n subs&-xx  of the ckunS3nccs  under whk5 they may ar may not modify
apcrntor-supplied  quipment
.
(2) The  cable tc!:vision  opmmr  shalI give node  in witig of its poiicics  3nd  pra.&:s
rc&ir~g  equipment to potc%iaI  .subtibcrs  before  a subscipdon agc:mcnt  is reached and
annually to aU exi&g subtibers.
(3) 30 days prior to changing  one of its polities 3rxYor  prx-Jc:s  regarding cquipmca~  &C
able tc!cvisicn  opc_xror  shall notify. in wiring. the Comzksion. the issuing authority ar,d
all affcc-xi  subscribers of the chylge, including a dcsczi+on  oi the  clanged poIic/  and/or
pncdc:.
(4) A copy of the cable  te!cvisian  cpextor’s  equipment notic: a311 be filed by Much  15th
of c3ch VCY wih the Commission. the issukg authorirf.  and kc company’s local office.
I
whc:c ic shall k avaiktblc for public inspection.
it shall ftic a copy of chc amcnd;ncnc  with the
company’s lccsl of5c:.
If an ap&t:ar yncnds  i& quipmcnt  nodcc,
Commission. chc isstihg auchariry  3nd  the
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10.04.  Farm of gill
(1) Tix bill shall con”;? the f~flo~ing infamadon ~JI c!cx. concise and undc.zxondabie
language and fotmac
(a) the name and lcul address  of the able ukvision  operator.
(b) the @od of d.m: over which aCh chargeable settic: is billed inc!uding prontai
periods  as a result of CSTZL~ES~CX and termination  of se&c=:
(c) rhc date on wh.i~!~  individtiy chargable  savic=t  wcf= rcnc!=r-d,
(d) Bills must be kl.ly itcrnki  showing each me or charge Icvicd.  Itemizations shall
indude.  but not bc  TZnitzd to. basic. prcnium sclicz  and equipment charges. as WCII  as
any unit or per itrrn ChrgcS.  Bills w-ill  also ckariy  d-&au  aLl activity drrrlng  the
billing period, inc!u&iig  optional  c.harges,  rcbaw  and ccdirs.  Itttrnixdons shall include
total pay-pc-vie-2  charges,  if arty, inc& during  the billing period.  the number of events
viewed in mcS  pdc= c~=gorj. me progtam pric: and the dries  of all lay-per-view cvcnrs
pt&kd during the billing period:
(e) the amount of -he biil for the current  billing pciod, se;larate  from any bdancz  due:
(f) *any applicabl:  credits  and the dates on which they wem applic&
(9) the opetacor’s  !ccal  tc!c;rhone numbc  and a sratcment that the subscriber may call
this nurn~bc  with any qucsdons  or compIainrs  about the bill  or to abuin a dcsci~don  of
a subWr;.‘k’s  rights undc  207  CMR 10.08 in the event of a billing dispute: and
(h) the dac on wihich payment is due from the subscrikz. .
(2). Chic o~cra:c:s  may  id:ntLj as a sqarate  line item of each nguiar subsckbcr  bill the
follovdng:
(a) The amount of th: rcul bill  assessed as a &anchisz  fe: and the identity  of the
&uxhking  authatry  to whom the fez is paid:
(b) The arnoun:  of h: total bill assessed to satisfy any rquixmcnts  imposed on *he
cable ooerriror  by 2~: franc&e  agzz.ment to support  public. cCucaticna.l, or govcmmcnral
channc!s or the UC 0inx.i charzk
(c) The amount sf any otk it=. IX. assessmcn~ or c.harge  of any End imlposed by any
gcvc;unconI  auLhci.ry  on the z’ansation  bctwecn the apcmtor  and the subscrikr.  In
order  for a govczzxntal  fez or assessment  to be s.zparau!y  idcnL%d under 207 CMR
10 W ic ms; be tibdv imnccs&  by a govcerual  body on a transacdon bc~czt a. . < _
sub&m:  and an o~craccr.
(3) (a) The  charge  idened on the mbscc%c  bill as the total charge fcr cable scrvicz should.
inc!udc  all fees and costs iumixd according to 207 C_MR 10.C4.  Cable opcr-xcn shall
not idcndfy costs as s-~attc  costs over and above the amount the able oFcratcr charges
a subsc?;.j,  for ctbie scrvic:.  but the able operator may include, as an explanatory
legend on the bill. those CON dcxtibcd  in the Communications AC: as amended by the
Cabic  Tc!cvision  Consumer F’rocdon  and Competition Act of 1992. 47 USC 5 521  e.r
seq._  at 47 USC 8 612(c).
(b) If an opmrcr  irxkxs  any co% other  than those  spAic9y  aiIowcd  by 47 USC
Q 622(c),  the cpcmtor  shall not s&xci~c!y itrmk costs.
(c) AU itemized  CO.SIS shall be direct  and vaiSablc  Each able opeator  shall maintain
a dccxncnt  in its public file which  shall be availabic  upon mqucsr.  tt13t provides the
accounkng juseadon for all iomizd  costs apputing  on the bilL
10.05: Advanc:  Billino and Tssc3ncC  of Sill
(1) In the abscnc: of a lic:nsc  provision further  Iimidng & period of advance billing. a
able opcmtcr  may. und- uniform nondiximinatorf  terms  and conditions, require  payment
not more  *hart two months prior to the last day of a scrvk  period. Upon petition by an
cpemtor.  the Conimkion rmty Waive this provision in a given municipality  as it applies to
seasonal  rcsidcnts upon a showing that ic serves the public &t:crcst  to do so.
(2) Nothing in 207 C?+IR 10.05 shall prevent a cable subtibcr Erom  voluntxily  offering
or 3 cable opczttor fkm accqting  payments in advanc:  for periods greater than two months.
A cable opcrstcr  who voluntarily accclxs advanc: payments for periods grate: than TWO
months may not 9~s along subsequent rate incr~,es  during the perkd of advance  payments
wirfiout the substibcr’s  prior agecmcnt to be  subject to such rat: inccases.
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10.05: condnud
( 3 )  U p o n  ~ucsf a uble  ‘Le!cvision  opczuor shU provide  ntbscibers  with s wrirrm
surcmmt of aczx~unt  ior each billing period and a ,W bilI as the rime of disco~tion.
(4) A tivc of tie ~vi~ions  of 107  CMR 10.05 dots nor constiimre a waiver of 207 CMR
9.00. s~zrky deposit .qulasions.
10.06: BiIline  Due Dares, De!inauncv.  ILXC Chz~~es  and Termination of S&c=
(I) Payment is due 5-om due  subs&k  on the due darn mar!& on the biIL which shaU  be
a dart ccrz~in  acd in no QY a .SZEXX  char  me bill  is due upon rec=i?t The due dare halI
not Ix kis than 5vc businas  days following the dart of the mailing of the bilL
(2) ‘fhe xcourn  of a u% te!evision  subscibc  hatI no1  be considered dcLinqucnr  umiI at .
Iun 30 days have cIzp&  &on the due date of the bill and payment has not been received
by the c~rrrpany.
(3) Ihc folIoW;ag pmvisions shaII appiy to the imposition of Iasc charges on subtibcs:
(a) ,A cabie tr!cvision  opcaror  shall  not impose a Ian:  c.harge  on a subs&x  unless a
snbscztk  is deIinquc?.t  +kc opmmr  has given the subscibcr  a wrirrtn  Iate c.harge nadc:
in a c!tlr and c=n.@xous  mxuxz.  and the subsczibc has teen given ar lust dghr
busincw  days km the dare of dcIinqucncy  co pay the balanc:  due.
(b) A chugc of not more than 5% of *he balance due may be irnposd  as a one-d.mc Iau
charge.
(c) 50 1~ charge may be azxssd on the amount of a b9 in dispute.
( 4 )  A  ubk ticvision occslor  shaIl  n o t  cerminace a mbscikr’s  stoic: unless  t h e
subscrik  is d:Lh~-_--.A  the abic opcxor  has given the substibcr  a sc;lanz wrinen notice
of rcminakon  k a c!ca and consJic.ous manner. and the subtik  has be:n  given at 1~3s.;
eight business days tirn t!x maiiing of *he node:  of tczizadon  tc ;3y chc  balulce  due. A
nok  of zminazion  shall not be ma.iId  to subz-ibcs  unriI after the daze  of delinqucz:c/.
(5) A csbie a!evision occxr.or shall  not assess  a larz cSarge  on a bilI or discon&x  a
mbsczik’s  abie e!cvision Service  sokly bec3w  of the nonpaymenr of tie dis;ruted  potion
of a biil d&g the ~ciod  c&%shJ by 207 CMR 10:08(I)  for rcgis~don  of a corn+int
with the opezor  or doring  tic process of a dispute resoiudon  mechuzism recognized under
207 CMR  10.08.
(6) Any charge  for rezzmx! ckks Shall be reztsonabiy  ,re!acd  to the costs incu;cd by tic
cable company in processing  such che*&
. 10.07: Charzes for Disconn&on or Dowmdine  of Service
(1) A abk  rz!cvision  opextor  may irrrpow  a charge rwsonabiy related to the cost incurred
for a downgrade of ScTvic:.  CXC-q~t rhk no mch charge may be imposed when:
(a) A subsciber rque5-J  LOO d.kCuMadOn  kom able service;  or
(b) A mbscrikr rqucs~~ the domgradc within the chirry (30) day period  following the
nodcc  of a rar incc~e or a substvldal  change in the numk or type of pro-g
. -ices rc!adve  to the smite(s)  in quesdon
(2) If a subs&&r  rqucrs  disconnk5on tirn cable t&vision  Se&cc  prior to the cf?e.&vc
date of an incrust  in rxes. the mbscrik  shaU  not be c.hargcd the incrcved  rate if tic c3blc
television  opcztcr  fails LD dis~onn~: scivicc prior to the cffcdvc d3rc.  Any subscriber who
has paid in advanc:  LCar  the next billing period and who ~CQJCSL.T  disconncdon  from x?ric:
shall rc:ivc  a prorated refxnd of any 3mounrs  paid in advanc:.
. .
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10.08: Billine DisJurcs
(1) Evcz  cable rr!evision  cpcxnr  sha.i.I  estzbiish  prac:durts  far ?rampt  k~esdgxicn of my
billing dispute r=gisd by a subs&&r. The procedure sM.I provide x lust 30 days from
the due date of t!~c biil for tie subscik 10 rqinc a complaint n[he cable te!cvision
apaxcr  shalI nod,” tic s~btik  of rhc result of ks invcs&ttian  and give an cxplmadan
far in decision  wic!hin  15 wahg days of rccdpr of rhe cmpivlr
(2)  The’ subskbc  Shd rcnit rhe unoispuud  pardon of the bill. Fliiurc  to remit said
nnd&nzd ?cticn hiI cxsc the subsc?kr  KI foticit  any righn  under this s&on.
( 3 )  My subsCr;kr  in dkt~rncn~  witi rhc rcsuks of the cabIc e!cvision apcxar’s
invckgxtion  shall  prcm;dy inquire  about  and ukc advanagc af any c~mplainr rcsoludon
rncAan.in.  fad or informal  available under the lic:xe  or *tiaugh  the issuing auchcriry
&far: *AC  Comkxicn  may accqr  a p&ion filed under 207 CXR  10.08(d).
(4) Should the disputr  remain unresalvod  folIowing rccmrx XI the prcccdurcs  audined  2-1 .
207 C3i.R  10.08(I)  and (3). -khin 30 days of &al  a&on under  d~osc subsections cities t!e
subs&k  or the cble  z!cvis.ion  opczmr  may pedcian  the Corrtissian. an forms provided
by the ‘Commission. far rcsoludcn  of disputes  involving amouxs  of %CO.CQ  or less. Fii
acrion  under 207 CMR  10.08(j)  shdl he dczncd to have oc=l-rz!  *&I (30)  days xk.zr the
fiiing of a campl3inL
(5) Upon rccti.pr of a p&fan. the Carnxzkion  may prac&  :a rcsclve the dispute if U
pat-k tgrx to submit  kc d.iqu*~ to the Commission and kc ‘xund  by t!e Cornxr&icn’s
de&ion.  axd the Conzksion  obnins  a  r~mcnr  sigr..cd b y  dx pa~+:s  indicxkg  tiar
agczxar  In  r:soi+g  Lhe d+xc, the Cammission  m3y :z:ivc ci_Lc  wrirzz  o r  ati
snr..zz~u  .‘;cm tie ~&es.  and my or&x its own invesfgkon  as it dcczx xc~sszr-~.
The Csmmissicn  sha!.l  rrzk a decision  ‘based on rhe  rc=xd and -the aarr=s  shrJl rcctive
sVr;rx-~  ~atication ai tic dckkicn and a ~xcme~-~c  of rc;lsons  ;L,c:far.. . L
(1) Eve?/  ubie  te!:vision  o~ezar  sha.Il vt a pro  A~~ c&k or rcbac ‘a any substiccr
whose cr.&-c  cable s~tice is inrzxz'utd  for 24 or mcrt canscxrive  hours. ii the intzxpdon
was not aused by tic ~ubtik  and tf?c cable  tc!zvisicn apextar  kcw or should have
hewn  of tk scvic:  inezxpton.
(2) If an c~~rc tier or prerrziurn  scyicz of a subs&E’s  able se+c:  k innrezx~~ti  far 34.
or mar: con~e~~tivc  hours. the cable  r.c!cvision accratar  shti provide  3 pm TSR cdic or
rcbar  far zxh de: or ar:rk.zz  szk%c: inxz-@on  bs pravidd  5 107  cLt.R 10.09(l).
IO. IO: waiver
Upon r---;_ _.pt  of a rqucs:  YLom an issuing authority,  tic Cam..kion  may waive pticular
provisions in 207 MR IO.00  if it &x!s that such a waive is in the Tublic inurc~ and for
good uusc  shown.
.
REGULATORY ALZIOIU-IY
207 CMR 10.00: 47 U.S.C.  § 551. MG.L. c. 166.A.  55 2.4.  2, 5(l). IO, I6 and Ii.
‘_ -
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EXHIBIT 10
576309  Cussromcr  scTvice obligations.
(a) h cable francbisc authority may cnforcc the cuslomcf
smicc standnrds  SC! foflh in paragraph (c) of this scclion
against cable operators. The franchise au(hority must provide
affdcd cable opcrarors nincry (90) days written norice Of its
intent  IO cnforcc rhc s’dndards.
(bj sothing in [his rule should bc construed CO pfCVCnt Of
prohibit:
(I) A franchising aurhoriry  and a cable operator from
agreeing to customer scrvicc rquircmcnrs that cxcctd the
sLndards sc( forth in paragraph (c) of this section;
(3) A franchising authority from enforcing. through the
md of rhc franchise term.  prc-cxisring cus.(amcr  service
rquircrncnts that cxcecd  rhc standards SCI fonh in paragraph
(c) of (his se&on and arc contained in current franchise
agrccmcnu:
(3) .4r.y sta(c or any franchising authority from enacting
or enforcing any consumer protection law, 10 the extent  nor
spqifiu!ly prccmptcd  hcrcin: or
(Cj Tnc cstablishmcnr or cnforccmcnt of any scatc or
municipal law or rcgu!ation concc:ning customer scrGcc chat
imposes cuslomcr  scTyicc  rquircmcnts  char  cxcccd. or address
maltcrs nor 3dd:csscd  by the srandards set forth in paragraph
(c) of this scc[:ofi.
(c) Effcc!ivc  Juiy I. 1993, a cable opcra;ltor shall be
subjcc! (0 L~C following cus[omc: service standards:
(I) CcSlc qsrcm ofice hours end rclcphonr  avail-
&i!iq -
(i) The csblc opcraror will main:ain a local, toll-fra or
collce: ca!l tcicphonc  access line which will bc available to its
subscr.3crs 2: hours a day. scvcn days a week.
(A) Trained  company rcp::scnrativcs will be available to
rcspnd IO cusiorncr  rc!cphonc  inquiries during normal
busir.c:s hcurs
(B) ;\ftc: normal business  hou:s, the access line may bc
answc:c3 by 2 scrvicc or an automated rcsponsc sysccm.
:nclud~zg zn a.?.swc:in;  machine.  Incluirics received after
noma! business  hours musr bc responded (0 by a trained
company rcprcscn:a:ivc on rhc next business day.
(ii) Under norma! operating conditions, rcIcphonc  answer
time by a cus[omcr  rcprcscntativc. including wait rime. shall ’
r.oc cxccd rbiny (30) seconds  when the connection is made.
If the CL!! needs lo bc cransfcrred.  transfer rime shall not
cxcccj :hiny (30) seconds. Thcsc standards shall bc met no
less [IIan ninety (90) pc:ccnr of the time under normal
0Fcra:ir.g condilions.  mcasurcd on a quarrcrly basis.
(iii) The operator will nor be rcquird lo acquire
quipm:W of pcriorm surveys  to measure compliance with the
~c!c$.orc answering  standards above unless  an historical
record of complaints  indicalcs a clear failure to comply.
(iv) Under normal operating conditions. the customer will
rcccivc a busy signal less rhan three (3) pcrccnt of rhc time.
(v) Customer  scrvicc center and bi!l payment locations
wi!l SC open at I-sr during normal business hours and will bc
convcr.::.n[ly  located
(2) INIC!!L:~OW, ovrages nrd service ccfk. Under  normal
cpc:s:ir.g condl::ons. each of the following four standards  will
DC mc: no less than ninety five (95) pcrccnt of rhc time
mcascrcd  on 3 q.2ancr!y basis:
(i) Srandard installations  will bc pcdonrrcd wiLT;z scvcn
(7) business days afrcr an order  has been placed. “.S-~~r.d-d”
installations  arc lhosc that  arc loca[cd  up to 125  IC C: f:om the
existing distribution system.
(ii) Excluding conditions beyond rhc control cl tic
operator. the cable operator will begin working on “s:?/cc
inrerruptions” promptly and in no cvcnt  late: rhan 24 >o-rs
after the inrcrruption bqomcs known. The cable opc:::or
must begin actions to COITCEI other scmice prob!cms  ~7: ccx:
business day after notification of the scrvicc prob!cm.
(iii) The “appoinrmcnt window” altcrnativcs for
insullations. scrvicc calls, and orhcr insullation ac:ibi:ics wi!!
bc cithcr a specific time or. at maximum. a four-hour :imc
block during normal business hours. (The operator may
schedule scrvicc calls and other installation activi:ics  cc~sidc
of normal business hours for [hc cxprcss  convcnicc:c cf tLc
customer.)
(iv) An operator may not cancel  an appoinimc;.: .- i 25 a
customer after  the close of business on ti: b.2si.-.css CL) pnc:
to the scheduled appointment.
(v) If a cable operator rcprcscnutivc is mnning  ii:: fo:
an appoinrmcnt  with a customer and will not bc abic to keep
the appoinrmcnt  bs schcdulcd. rhc cus[omcr wi!l bc cor,*z~rti.
The appoinrmcnt will be rcschdulcd. as ncccssa?, a: a :im:
which is convcnicnr for the cus[omcr.
( 3 )  Communicafiorrs  bcrwcen  ccblc opcr,-ror:  c.-.z’ TsL,.‘c
subscribers -
(i) Notifications IO subscribers -
(A) The cable opcraror shall provide wrirr:n ir.forrr.a:icr.
on each of the following arCas ar the time of insiz!:z:icn ci
scrvicc. at lusr annually to all subscribers. and a: XI :i.mc
upon rcqucsi:
,(I) Producrs  and scrviccs offcrcC.
(2) Prices and options for programming scrvicc: 2nd
conditions of subscription (0 programming and c:?.c: s-r‘. .tcs.
(3) Insrallarion and scrvicc maimcnancc po!:c:cs.
(4) Instructions on how IO use chc cable xr-.icc.
(5) Channel positions progmmming caticd 0:: L-.:
system; and.
(6) Billing and complaint proccdurcs. includ:ng t?.r
address and tclcphonc number of the loca.! frsr,;?.isc
authoriry’s  cable office.
(B) Cuscomcrs will be notified of any changes in :a::~.
programming services or channel posirions as soon u possin::
in writing. Notice must be given to scbscribc:s 1 -‘-.-“- cf_ . . . . . . . . . . I...
thirty <30) days in advancc of such changes if the ci-.z.gc is
within chc conuol of the cable opcracor.  In addition. tt: ca’,:c
opcraror shall notify subscribers thirty (30) days in ad~,.~-.-ce  cf
any significant changes in the orher  informarion ry-i:cd b:
paragraph (c)(3)(i)(A) of this section. Norwithstanding any
orhcr provision of Pan 76. a cable opcra:or shdl no[ t:
rquired to provide prior notice of any rate change ~.‘.a: is [be
result  of a rcgulsrory fee. franchise fee. or any o:?.c: ICC. CI.
asscssmcnt,  or charge of any kind impos4 by LY-?) Fqr:~’
agency, Srarc. or franchising anrhority on rhc L’~T.s~c::c:.
bctwccn the operator and the subscriber.
(ii) Billing -
(A) Bills will bc CfUr. concise and understandable. Bills
.nust bc fully iccmizcd.  with itcmirations including. but not
Iimitcd lo. basic and premium service charges and quipment
charges. Bills will also clearly dclincatc all activity during the
billing period, including optional charges, rebates and c&its.
(B) In case of a billing dispute. the cable opcraror must
respond to a written complaint from a subscriber within  30
days.
(7ii) Refunds - Refund cheeks will be issued promptly.
but no later than cirhcr -
(A) The customcT’s next billing cycle following
molution of the rqucst  or thirty (30) days, whichever is
earlier. or
(B) The rclum of the quipmcnt supplied by the cable
opuaror if set-&c is terminated.
(iv) C&its - Crcditz for service will be issued no later
rhan the customer’s  next billing cycle following the
dctcxminarion  LFat a credit is warranted.
(4) Dejiii~ions  -
(i) Normal brrsiness hours - The term “normal business
hours” muns fhosc hours during which most  similar
busincsscs in the community arc oven to SCNC customers. In
aI1 cases. “normal business hours” must include some evening
hours ar least one night per week and/or some weekend hours.
(ii) Normul ol]croring condifiortr  - The term “normal
opuaring condiCons” means  Chose service condiGons  which
ace within  the conrrol  of the cable opcracor.  Those conditions
which are not within chc control of rhc cable operator include.
* are not limited IO. natural disasters. civil disturbances.
. ,wct  outigcs, rclcphonc nc:work outages. and severe or
unusual wcathc: ccndirions. Those conditions which are
ordinarily wi:hin the control of the cable operator include. but
arc nol limitd (0. special promotions, pay-per-view cvcnts.
rJtc incrwscs. rcgglar peak or seasonal demand  periods, and
mainrcnancc or upgrade of the cable syslcm.
(iii} Scnicc  ir.:errupliotl - The term “service
interruption” means the loss of picture or sound on one or
more cable chsnne!s.
._ a
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EXHIBIT 11
LIBT OF REQUIRED REPORTS TO BE BUBMITTED TO THE TOWN
(See Attached)
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EXHIBIT  11
LIST OF REQUIRED REPORTS
(1) Construction Maps (See Section 4.12)
(2) Quarterly Statement Regarding Gross Annual Revenues (See Section 6.4[d])
(3) Annual Statement Regarding Gross Annual Revenues (See Section 7.l[b])
(4) Rate Schedules (See Section 8.2[a])
(5) Reporting (See Section 9.4)
(6) Financial Reports (See Section 13.2)
(7) Cable System Information (See Section 13.3)
(8) Telephone Reports (See Section 13.4)
(9) Individual Complaint Reports (See Section 13.5)
(10) Annual Performance Tests (See Section 13.6)
(11) Dual Filings (See Section 13.8)
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EXHIBIT 12
GROSS ANNUAL REVENUES WORKSHEET
(See Attached}
=
f
L-
2-*
a. .=
I i ! ’ ’I !
:
I’O’I’AL I~E~~ryUES
~.__.Adjustment~_*_ -... _ _- .._
TOTAL  DUE CITY.  _.- _---_--- - - - - -  .-_
.._
Ilnils (;JVg. Ilnit I’ricc hlOJl~lJs  in ( ; ross h.?VtYllJC
of I’criotl) $ (c:~cldnio.) $ I’criotl X $ x
FCC
o/o =
. .-
---.. _-
I~ranctiisc
); 14’cc
YTI)
$
Explanatory Notes:
~. -- -.- ..-. _~ .__ _. __ __..___  ___,  .-..-. .- - -..-.-_ ---.- ___-_  -__--
_. _.--.---_-  -__- ---- -.---. - - -. .-.- -. -- - ~_.._.__.___ .--. .-. .- -. - ----.. -- -__ -._-  _._.---- ___-
*Adjustments (specify):~----~ _ _ --_.__
-.. ---__.  -_~---  - --. - -. --- . -.___-.-.___  ._ -------~-
Instructions: Fill out complete form. If a particular income item is not pertinent to your franchise please draw a line through the appropriate boxes. Areas
left blank will be assumed to be inadvertent omissions and the form will be returned for completion. Unit average of period is applicable only to those
items for which a monthly (or portion thereof) rate is charged. Specify when “other” category is used. Prior period totals must equal YTD total. If
promotional discount lowers normal averageduring period please indicate. Ifrates increased or lowered during period indicate startingdates. Multi-family
installation income spread over a period of a contract will be reported when earned.
Authorized by:
Title:
Date:
BURLINGTON ACCESS FEES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,
Basic install Revenue
Pay Revenue
Other Unregulated Revenue
Total Subscriber Revenues
Home Shopping Revenue
Teleport Revenue
HSD Revenue
Advertising Revenue
Less: Bad Debt (Net of Recovery)
Total Revenues - FYE 12/31/
Access % times Revenue
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EXHIBIT 13
TEE CABLE ACT
(See Attached)
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-Town of Burlington Cable Televkion Renewal License-
IIGXATURE  PAGE
In Witness Whereof, this Renewal License is hereby issued by the
Board of Selectmen of the Town of Burlington, Massachusetts, as
Issuing Authority, and all terms and conditions are hereby agreed
to by MediaOne of Massachusetts, Inc.
The Town of Burlington, MA
BY: The Burlington Board of Selectmen,
as Issuing Authority
Med&aOne of Massachusetts, Inc.
TITLE: Senior Vice President
Northeast Region
\. DATED: October 20, 1997
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